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1. Introduction
The comments and quotes on the opening pages of this report, together with many more from
almost 200 people with whom I have met, reflect the diversity of views, the strength of
opinion and the passion of the people in and associated with the senior game in Ireland.
The SSE Airtricity League is a long standing and very well known brand. It’s a brand
comprising 20 clubs and the FAI as its 21 key stakeholders. It competes for hearts, minds,
people, resources and participants in a uniquely challenging environment with other major
main stream team sports, unprecedented TV exposure in Ireland for football from other
countries and a population with high expectations,
limited time, the widest imaginable choice of sport and
leisure options and an increasingly refined discretion in
how disposable income and time is spent.
The total number of Facebook likes for the 20 SSE
Airtricity League clubs is 368,000. The number of face
book likes for Manchester United is 65,000,000.

“We’re the SSE Airtricity League
not the Barclay’s Premiership –
that’s our strength and we should
exploit it”

Scale and market size issues are clear.
The SSE Airtricity League carries a significant weight of tradition, history and expectation on
its shoulders. The League was founded in 1921 with just eight clubs competing. In its 90+
year history, like many of its European counterparts, it has had a myriad of incarnations in
terms of structure and format. Some clubs have ceased to exist, other new entities have
joined the ranks of senior football. The League was merged with the FAI in 2007 following a
decision by all parties that this direction was in the best interests of the League and its clubs.
At the outset of the current 2015 season, I was asked to consult primarily with the clubs and
the FAI as well as other stakeholders to seek their views on how the clubs and the League
currently operate and also to seek opinions on how both could move forward. The timing was
opportune given the merger agreement runs until the end of the 2016 season.
One issue that became very clear, very early on was the fact that the gap between those clubs
which generally occupy the higher end of the Premier division as compared to those who
might trade nearer the bottom of the First division is extremely wide – in the vast majority of
aspects of running a club – on and off the park. While this is not unusual and indeed other
sports in Ireland are currently engaged in a very robust debate about similar gaps and related
competition formats, it re-enforces the view that a
simple one-size-fits-all solution to a more successful
and sustainable League is extremely challenging from
“The product is decent – let’s tell
the current starting point.
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There are many good things about the League – the
people, the fans, the football, the passion, the
occasions and the improving facilities. This is a
decent League. Before the charge of naivety is labeled against me, I write the above to both
reflect the views of those involved in this consultation process and to ensure that we would
not lose sight of the fact there is a platform to work from in seeking to move the senior game
in Ireland forward positively. There are, of course, many issues and challenges facing the
clubs and the FAI and these are reflected in this report.
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more people about it”

In summary, the report is a reflection of the views of those who took part in the process and I
have both respected individual confidentiality and also tried largely to avoid being club specific
in my reporting. I believe highlighting an individual club’s issues could be interpreted as
either unfair, biased and/or potentially pointed. In looking forward and taking the inputs of
contributors into account, the report seeks to be realistic, so the one-liner that will solve all
the issues does not leap off the page.
This report does not have all the answers but it focuses on the basics which are needed to
develop a roadmap to not just sustainability, but a better regarded and better supported
League with more viable clubs, top players coming through a suitable pathway and a product
with which people will want to be associated. The clubs and the FAI, by focusing on the basics,
can move forward positively.
I have, in incorporating my own reflections with those of the contributors, brought forward a
number of options for consideration and specific recommendations which I hope can provide a
basis for a route forward for the clubs and the FAI to discuss in a positive and proactive spirit.
The solutions for the clubs and the League need to be sustainable and the focus needs to shift
to the more medium and longer term, despite the challenges this poses as everyone deals
with the “now”. Unless a more strategic approach is taken, we will be back again far too soon
with unsolved and unresolved issues.
In travelling to every club in the country, the reception I received was both positive and
courteous and I would like to thank all the contributors within the clubs for their co-operation.
I would also like to acknowledge the FAI staff and the many other organisations and
individuals who gave me not just an insight into their views, opinions, frustrations, positivity,
anecdotes and enthusiasm for the SSE Airtricity League but especially their time. I also want
to recognise SSE Airtricity and the senior game’s other sponsors – Lucozade Sport, Umbro,
The Irish Daily Mail and EA Sports as well as RTÉ and Setanta Sports.
Thanks also to Claire Hanley, Clare Conlon and Sinéad Conroy for all their administrative help,
support and patience during the process.

Declan Conroy
Conroy Consulting
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2. Context
Football is the largest team participation sport in Ireland. Throughout the country the game
has an estimated 450,000 people involved on a regular basis, primarily on an amateur and
volunteer basis. The structure of football comprises more than 90 affiliated Leagues – from
schoolboys and schools to the junior and intermediate sections, to name just some, all
enjoying substantial participation rates. The SSE Airtricity League comprising the Premier and
First divisions along with an Under 19 league sits at the top of the men’s participation tree,
while the recently commenced Under 17 League is a further addition to the player pathway
ladder in Ireland. Prior to 2007, the running of the League was a function of the clubs
involved at that time. Following a review involving all the clubs and the FAI, the League clubs
agreed to enter a merger agreement which commenced with the 2007 season. Under this
agreement, the clubs compete in the League on foot of signing the annual Participation
Agreement – effectively a contract to enter. The FAI acts as competition organiser, regulator,
disciplinary body, promoter and supporter.
SSE Airtricity is the League’s sponsor and has supported the League in a very committed,
professional and pro-active manner for six seasons. The League season commences in late
February with the President’s Cup and currently
climaxes in November with the Irish Daily Mail FAI
Cup Final – summer soccer. The Premier Division
has seen eight different winners in the past ten
“We need to get rid of the
years while the League has seen ten clubs leave
segregated thinking”
the competitions in the same period. Eighteen of
the League’s 20 clubs have been in the Premier
division at some stage, making it one of the most
competitive Leagues in Europe.
The pinnacle of SSE Airtricity League club’s European competitive performance was in 2011
when Shamrock Rovers FC reached the group stages of the Europa League. The League’s
UEFA European co-efficient for the current season is 41st of the 54 countries. Over 350,000
fans attended more than 310 SSE Airtricity League senior games in 2014. The total number
of games to be played in all competitions by the 1,500 registered senior, under 19 and under
17 players in 2015 will be at least 632.
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The 20 SSE Airtricity League clubs are split between Premier Division of 12 and a First Division
of 8. These 20 clubs have provided 14 players who have represented the senior Ireland
international team since 2012.
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The players in the senior League are, in the main, amateurs who number over 1,000 while
275 are registered as professional/semi-professional with contracts of predominantly one year
duration. The clubs’ Premier Division managers hold the UEFA Pro Licence qualification – the
highest available, with First division managers required to have reached the UEFA “A” Licence
standard. All the games are made possible by the officiating panel of 58 senior referees, 25 of
whom also represented Ireland in UEFA or FIFA competitions during 2014. A panel of 22
trained match delegates – all volunteers – attended
280 SSE Airtricity League and cup games in 2014.
All senior domestic competitions are organised by
“The rules have to be applied
rigorously – but with common sense
the FAI’s Competitions department with the
also!”
support or input of at least 16 staff from other
departments in FAI HQ.

The clubs within the SSE Airtricity League are largely run on a day to day basis by volunteers
with the majority of clubs retaining few, if any, paid administrative staff.
The Irish sporting landscape is uniquely different from most of its European equivalents. The
market is small by continental European standards but intensely competitive with GAA Hurling
and Football and Rugby offering a sporting competitive set that impacts on the battle for
participants, supporters, commercial revenues, media coverage and public interest - not to
mention growing sports and activities such as cricket, athletics, cycling and other
entertainment and leisure options.
A basic look at the SSE Airtricity League in 2015:

"Good stuff"
People, Passion & Commitment
Football quality
Under 17/19 Leagues

"Can do better"
Sense of belonging
Professional club administration
expertise

Facilities (some)

More focused & co-ordinated
promotion and positioning
Facilities (some)

Volunteers

Community links

Competition organisation

Attendances
Financial rewards

Social media activity

Player pathway

"Serious challenges"or

"good opportunities"
Brand negativity
Funding sources
Promotion and Broadcast coverage
Volunteer requirements
Competition - GAA/IRFU etc

UEFA / FIFA support
Youth development opportunities
to exploit
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Occasions/entertainment value
Long term sustainability

"External support"
Political support at national level
for infrastructure
Local authority and inter-agency
co-operation on club community
work
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3. Scope and approach
The consultation process was announced by the FAI at the commencement of the 2015
season.
The mandate was to:

Seek views as to how the Clubs and the League currently operate.
Hear views on how best the Clubs and the League can move forward.
The key stakeholders of the SSE Airtricity League are made up of the 20 clubs, players,
managers, referees, the FAI, the sponsors and the fans. This is where the majority of the
focus of this process was centered.
In addition to all the football stakeholders, there are many other organisations including
media, broadcasters, national and local Government and UEFA also impacting on the League.
There were a number of key planks employed in the consultation process:







The general invitation to all those who had an interest in the League to take part in the
process
Communications of the process issued via the League launch, the sports media and the
websites/social media outlets of the clubs, the League and the FAI
The preference for one-to-one interviews where possible
The public survey/questionnaire to encourage fans and the general public to take part
The invitation to make written submissions – via a dedicated email address
The guarantee of confidentiality committed to all participants

The process
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A total of 98 separate interview sessions were conducted
This included 20 club meetings and 78 separate individual meetings - face to face
The 20 clubs were represented by over 100 administrators
There were contributions from 1,774 supporters and members of the public via online
surveys and questionnaires.
There were also a number of informal discussions held with members of the wider
football family
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Among those who attended meetings or provided submissions were:
















104 Club administrators
7 club Managers
Sponsors
National League Executive Committee members
FAI:
o CEO
o Competitions
o Referees
o Club Licensing and Facilities
o Legal and Disciplinary
o Marketing and Events
o Communications
o Commercial
o Safety and Security
o Finance
o Grassroots
o High Performance/Technical
o Schools
o International Team Management
Professional Footballers Association of Ireland
Referees
Department of Tourism, Transport and Sport
Local Authorities
UEFA
The Soccer Writers Association of Ireland/individual soccer writers
Broadcast companies and consultants
Irish Supporters’ Network
Former administrators and football people

The stakeholder consultation process was based primarily on a face to face structure with
conversations designed to explore a number of key areas which are central to the current
operation of clubs and the League.
Additionally, the image, perception and reputation of the clubs and the League was also
discussed with interviewees. This facilitated feedback on the effectiveness, real and perceived,
of both the clubs and the League, the respective roles of the 20 clubs and the FAI while also
enabling discussions on other general issues and areas of potential improvement. Inputs were
also received from a number people within football who did not wish to be identified within the
report.
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The consultations were carried out between March and July 2015.
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4. Views and findings
In this section, I have sought to summarise and reflect the views of the stakeholders who took
part in the consultation, together with my own perspective based on the main issues raised by
the contributors. I have done so within a number of themes, namely:







4.1

Passion and tradition
Roles and responsibilities
Sustainability of the clubs
Operating structures of the League
Financing of the League
The Products and People
The Brand – Marketing and Promotion
Passion and tradition

The League is closing in on 100 years existence and it is clear from the club administrators,
the volunteers and especially the fans that the historical background still contributes
significantly to the depth of passion and enthusiasm for clubs and the League itself. And
without that passion, shown by so many volunteers, most clubs in the League today might not
survive.
Many supporters have outlined “loyalty” as the principle reason for their affiliation to their
chosen club and that loyalty, in turn, is based, in addition to a natural geographical/locality
tie, on their handed down traditions in terms of support for their club.
The traditions of many clubs, their record in achievement in competition and their
representation of their League and country in Europe are also sources of great pride. The
regeneration of Dalymount Park driven by the FAI, Dublin City Council, the Minister for
Transport Tourism and Sport and Bohemian Football Club and its members is a great example
of how the importance of a club’s heritage and the passion of all involved can be used as a
catalyst for driving a club forward positively in very
challenging circumstances.
“I’m not letting this club go to the
wall on my watch”

However, in some cases, practically the sole reason
for a club’s existence in 2015 is the fear of failing to
live up to tradition. As one club administrator
commented: “I’m not letting this club go to the wall
on my watch”.
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Balancing the practicalities of 2015 with the traditions and heritage of any club is more
difficult than ever. The “team” which includes passion, heritage and traditions are playing
against a newly formed squad with play stations, saturation TV coverage of other leagues and
a dramatically changed social landscape. Even the traditional fan can now stay at home, or be
at another entertainment venue, and get minute by minute updates from the match as if they
were there.
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But to survive, and more especially prosper, every club needs a strong connection with the
community which delivers sufficient match day attendances and other support, to generate
positive revenues. The “tradition” label it would appear, is delivering a certain level of fans to
each ground on a regular basis but that number is not of itself currently sufficient for the club
to sustain and prosper. The competitive forces, have, over recent years, become more
dominant and outweigh the emotional connection on an average match day. With more at
stake, for example a big European game or a significant play off match, the balance is swung
back somewhat with the more die-hard fans who may have had prior connections to the club,
willing to re-emerge on such special occasions.
Today’s club competes in a fiercely competitive entertainment and sporting landscape and has
a very definitive level of financial and resource requirement in order to be viable. This financial
reality, the ability to plan and manage, the generation of revenues, the connections with the
community and the governance structure of the club have become the prime determining
factors as to a club’s sustainability, with sadly, tradition and passion, playing more support
roles in many cases. While the traditionalists among us would want all that has been
historically good about our game and its clubs to remain at the forefront of how we exist, to
compete in today’s SSE Airtricity League, the head must take a more prominent role over the
heart and the planning over the passion, in the coming decade.
4.2

Roles and responsibilities

Who is responsible for the SSE Airtricity League, its success or otherwise?
One of the key issues raised during the consultation centered on the respective roles and
responsibilities of the clubs and the FAI. Some contributors see the League as a subsidiary
operation within the FAI while some simply refer to the League as representing the collective
of the 20 clubs - a legacy reflection of pre-merger times.
The merger agreement has, in one respect, led to an impression and a view in some quarters
that the FAI is, or should be, responsible for all the issues affecting not just the competitions
but the operating environment in which the League exists and the clubs themselves. While
not a universal view, it has become, for some, a conveniently held position implying that
issues affecting a club’s operation or viability are the responsibility of the FAI. The FAI does
have a significant impact on the club’s well being in terms of its mandate to manage the
competitions efficiently, the provision of appropriate overarching governance, the assistance
with infrastructural developments and the implementation of a suitable financial rewards
system for clubs competing in the competitions. However, the FAI is, on occasions, indicted
when a club has financial or perceived financial difficulties, regardless of the reason.
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The Club Licensing system has, in the course of this process, been cited for being too strict
and implementing rules and related sanctions or restrictions too literally - to the point of
allegedly “driving clubs into financial difficulty”. Equally, the FAI is being admonished by
many other contributors for not being strict enough in its application of the rules – resulting,
in some people’s views, in clubs with lower standards than others being sustained in the game
unjustifiably. This type of contradictory view has permeated the consultation process
throughout.
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There is also a view that the FAI has a difficult moral task with multiple roles. The
Association’s overall mandate is to foster and develop the game of football. In the vast
majority of cases, leagues are run not by the FAI but by Affiliates with the FAI having a onceremoved oversight and governance/disciplinary roles. In the case of the SSE Airtricity
League, the FAI has the responsibility to act as competition organiser while also driving the
club licensing, promotion, funding and disciplinary roles.
In this scenario, the organisation whose mandate is to promote the game as a whole also
applies the disciplinary process in the SSE Airtricity League. Some would argue that when the
tough decision needs to be made to sanction a club, with the possible implication of “putting
the club out of business”, that the moral role of the FAI as fosterer of the game influences that
sanction process. The argument being that if the FAI’s role is to support clubs, develop the
game and so on is that compatible with applying strict sanctions with a potential net result of
the collapse of a club?
The view, held strongly by a number of clubs that the FAI has been too lenient and that every
club should and must strictly meet the set criteria and only those clubs who are run effectively
and efficiently enough should continue to take part in the League, is a complex one. The
difficulty with that position is that, in reality, every club in the League has been the recipient
of some form of help or “understanding” on occasions when they have sought support from
the FAI.
The FAI is frequently approached by clubs to step in and assist either formally or more often
than not informally with a variety of types of support levels including help with facility issues,
financial matters, support with state and other agencies and assistance with club fund raising
events. The Association actively assists clubs with individual and specific issues on a regular
and ongoing basis.
The FAI’s role in respect of the SSE Airtricity League needs to be clear. It includes:







Organising and administering the competitions
Licensing the clubs
Managing the commercial/sponsorship/broadcast aspects of the competitions
Providing a reward structure for participation success
Marketing and promoting the competitions
Providing disciplinary services

There is a widespread recognition that the FAI, as the national federation, should also be
available to assist clubs in a supportive manner with other expertise and advice in relation to
areas such as European competition participation, governance and legal issues, marketing,
event management and operations, safety and security and relationship management with
other agencies and authorities.
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In looking at the role of the club, it is clear from my discussions that every club participating
in the SSE Airtricity League has a choice to make as to whether they want to take part in the
competitions run by the FAI. The clubs which choose to do so have a responsibility to adhere
to the agreed Participation Agreement and comply with the rules of the competitions while
taking responsibility for the running of their own organisations.
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In practice much of this support is available and in many cases is already being provided.
Finally, the FAI has a key role to play in working with Government, national and local, in the
development of facilities and infrastructure generally and in assisting clubs to maximise facility
development.

In this context, the role of the club should also be clear. It includes being responsible for:








The ongoing financial health of the club
The club’s playing and coaching membership
Playing and training facilities
The club’s ownership structures
The club’s compliance with the Participation
Agreement and Club Licensing criteria
The youth and underage structures within the
club
Promotion, marketing and commercial activities
of the club

“We have to run ourselves like a
business - not just a club”
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Many other stakeholders have roles which impact on the SSE Airtricity League. National
government, UEFA, the media, the League’s sponsors, local authorities, agencies and other
strands of the game all have interaction with either the FAI and/or the clubs.
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SSE Airtri city L eague

FAI

• Competitions
• Club Licensing
• Safety/Security
• Marketing/Events
• Referees Dept
• Communications/Media/PR
• Legal/Disciplinary
• National League Executive
Committee
• High Performance/Technical
• Grassroots
• Finance/Commercial
• League/Club Sponsors
• UEFA
• Media/TV
• Local authorities/agencies
• Referees
• PFAI
• Other Leagues/clubs
• Schools/Colleges
•Community groups
• Government

Partners
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Clubs

•Players
•Managers
•Coaching Staff
•Administrators
•Owners
•Fans
•Communities
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4.3

Sustainability of the clubs

The SSE Airtricity League is comprised of clubs with a variety of different ownership models
including Limited Companies, Unincorporated entities, Members’ clubs/Co-operatives/Trusts.
Whichever ownership model applies and while ownership structures vary with every club
having its own sporting ambitions, each club in the League is, for all operational and logical
purposes, a small business.
In recent years, it has been well documented that the financial issues which affected SSE
Airtricity League clubs, most notably debt levels, had improved, principally as a result of the
implementation of the merger, the development of the Club Licensing system, the introduction
of the salary cost protocol and the work of the clubs in managing their affairs. While this is to
be welcomed and is a significant improvement on the historical position, many clubs are still
struggling to maintain financial equilibrium on an annual basis. In 2014, the combined
turnover of the 20 League clubs was approximately €13 million, with six clubs returning profits
(see note 1).
The number of full time, paid administrators within the 20 SSE Airtricity League clubs for the
2015 season will average less than one per club. In an industry that generates this type of
cumulative turnover this is far short of what is needed to build sustainable entities with strong
revenues, progressive football structures, viable businesses and clubs capable of planning for
the future. This dearth of fulltime staff results in a massive reliance on volunteer
administrators at the top level of the club structure running the business. In many cases
these volunteers, while incredibly dedicated, are struggling with the time commitment
required in managing the club administration and in some cases do not have the
professional/business expertise or qualifications to manage a small business such as a SSE
Airtricity League club.
Today’s clubs also need to have appropriate structures by way of Board and Management
operations. It is acknowledged that more expertise and acumen is needed by many clubs in
the roles of commercial and revenue generation, marketing and promotions, PR and media in
addition to finance and general administration. The areas of governance and risk
management are also essential to running a successful and progressive entity.
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Note 1: At the commencement of the consultation process, all clubs were asked to allow confidential viewing of the
data submitted to the FAI as part of the Club Licensing 2014 application. 19 of the 20 clubs permitted access to this
data. As a result, collective club financial figures and assumptions used are estimated.
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Currently, every club depends heavily on access to volunteers but in the majority of cases,
there simply aren’t enough while by self admission, a number of clubs have mentioned
“fatigue” as also being a factor for many long serving people in the game resulting in a
decrease in drive. Overall, the number of volunteers required across the range of activities
and areas of expertise on and off-field is not being satisfied and in combination with the lack
of professional resources, the long term sustainability issue in the current scenario is
extremely challenging for certain clubs.
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On the positive side, some clubs, notably those with very strong supporter involvement and/or
ownership have developed very strong structures and networks of “qualified” volunteers who
assist in the administration of the club. These clubs using this supporter and community
connection - be they in ownership terms or otherwise - are demonstrating that access to
network of experts in activities such as community relations, marketing and promotions,
commercial and financial, and operations is possible and can be beneficial. Clubs without this
spider web of qualified volunteers are struggling to manage all these key aspects of club
administration optimally.
Like many National Football Federations, who over the past 20 years have struggled to
balance the notion of football being a business, clubs also have to ground their sporting
ambitions in the principles of business in order to fund their activities appropriately for the
longer term.
As in any sporting or business context, success is never guaranteed and for the benefit of both
the clubs and the League, increased focus needs to be applied to the issue of long term
sustainability, rather than year on year survival or profitability based primarily on football
success, as a strategic way forward. The issue of sustainability revolves significantly around
governance and structures; commercial acumen and community and stakeholder management
as much as on-field success.
For any club operating in the SSE Airtricity League to be sustainable in the long term, it
requires a level of commitment, investment and success across three core strands, all working
in tandem under a governance and operating structure which is fit for purpose and which
should include:

Business
& Commercial

Community
Relations
&

Sport
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Stakeholder
Management
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This manifests itself in the need for:






Qualified sporting personnel – playing, coaching, managing – senior and underage
Professional Board with business management and planning capability
Administrative expertise – including general, commercial, marketing, legal, financial
A strong network of volunteers with capabilities in a variety of business and sporting
disciplines
Active support and engagement with the community, including local business, schools,
colleges and supporters

In a large number of cases, while clubs in the SSE Airtricity League are well enough resourced
in the sporting area, they fall significantly short in the resourcing of and activities relating to
the business, commercial and community relations areas.
A key issue with all clubs, as with any business, is the ability to combine Operations (day to
day) and Planning (longer term) in order to develop a sustainable business model for the club.
With the limited number of business-qualified, dedicated resources within the administrations,
the absence of any formal planning in off-field activities in the majority of clubs is an
understandable but very significant weakness. Encouragingly, there are a small number of
clubs currently developing Strategic Plans.
The planning capability, if embraced, would add considerably to the establishing of a direction
for the club with identified goals in areas such as strategy, commercial, marketing and
community relations in addition to the football related activities. Many clubs indicated that
devoting resources to planning is almost impossible as a result of the need to manage their
operations in an extremely challenging financial environment. However, without a focused,
planned approach, clubs are not maximising their already limited resources.
Business and Commercial
The economic climate of the past number of years has made revenue generation extremely
challenging for the clubs. The majority of clubs raise their revenues through a number of
sources - gate receipts, commercial sponsorships, benefactor investments, fundraising
activities, donations and membership scheme contributions, prize funding, (which is dealt with
elsewhere in this report), and in certain cases, player transfers. Merchandising and
programme sales also supplement the main sources of revenue.

+/- %

2014

TOTAL

321,886

5.9%

340,996

2.9%

350,758

Premier Division

281,363

5.6%

296,995

-1.0%

294,092

40,503

8.6%

44,001

28.8%

56,666

1st Division
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For those clubs with stable membership numbers, the annual cash intake provides a solid
base. For most clubs one of the critical factors is the level of gate receipts and in particular,
season tickets. In this regard, attendance figures in recent years are showing a modest
overall increase year on year.
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Total attendances for the first 23 rounds of matches in the Premier and 21 rounds of matches
in the First Division of the 2015 season are also marginally up. Although the Premier Division
is trending at a 5.3% increase, the First Division is down more than 17%.
Attendances:
First 23 rounds (21 in First Division) of games - 2015 season
2014
+/- %
2015
TOTAL

259,102

1.2%

262,144

Premier Division

212,410

5.3%

223,642

1st Division

46,692

-17.5%

38,502

Overall, attendances are moving in a marginally positive manner and while figures are
naturally affected by the success of one particular club from time to time, and the effects of
seasonal promotion and relegation issues, this has always been the case. A recent article by
Declan McGrath of Extratime.ie makes some valid points concerning the SSE Airtricity League
attendances and puts the figures into a perspective based on community population. The
results of this analysis suggest the levels of support are not out of line with many cities and
towns in the UK on a per population base.
The reality is, while steady, attendances have significant room for improvement. With more
interesting games, more at stake, more “occasions”, more loyalty generated, more promotion
and positivity, these figures can and should increase. The specific challenge is to raise the
base level of supporters up significantly – those fans that develop a strong enough loyalty to
support the team even in times of less success on the park. The additional challenge is to
expand the range of supporters which requires targeting different and new audiences. The
success of other sports in growing attendances of women and families to games is a strategy
to be mirrored in the SSE Airtricity League.
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More emphasis is needed on the season ticket sales primarily to secure up-front loyalty. The
proportion of season ticket sales needs to be increased as a percentage of gate receipts
generally but also of overall revenues. For the 2014 season, season ticket sales as a
percentage of overall gate receipts for domestic games varied greatly with clubs having as low
as 19% to as high as 73%. Season tickets guarantee up front revenues and lock in loyalty.
Shifting more resources into season ticket sales in a campaigned, focused manner would
provide potentially significant benefits. Suggestions for increasing season ticket sales include
centrally negotiated incentives such as international match ticket availability, a banking
sponsorship to facilitate easy payment plans and discounts with sponsors on their products.
Local incentives might include co-operation with non senior clubs on a sales commission basis,
linkages with other local sports clubs’ tickets sales in a packaged manner and multi-year
season ticket discounts for local businesses.
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The benefit of increased attendances and gate receipts is clear in terms of direct revenue
gains to the club with minimal incremental costs. Gate receipts for some clubs currently
represent as much as 50% of total revenues with, in most cases, the significant bulk of such
income coming from match to match receipts.
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Most clubs also have a wide range of other ticket offers and incentives or bundles and the
introduction by some clubs of a number of initiatives such as free kids season tickets and kids
go free with a parent are positive developments.
There is some feedback that adult prices at levels such as €15 per game are somewhat
expensive and discourages repeat attendances for non-season ticket holders but clubs are
starting to widen the type and amounts of individual ticket offerings – e.g. 3 games midseason ticket package and this is to be welcomed and encouraged.
It was also recognised largely that clubs need to continue to expand the range of packages
available such as family offerings, mini-series deals, special occasion offers etc. The level of
competition for entertainment and leisure spend is huge and innovative thinking and nontraditional behavior in terms of pricing, packaging and promotion is required. By following the
efforts of other industries and entertainment forms, more imaginative offerings providing
added value – for example, in tandem with club sponsors, local suppliers and other partners
can be offered to fans. Affinity or loyalty schemes can be exploited similar to other sports
with rewards and recognition being facilitated by the club for certain matches and/or
contributed to via gifts from partners and sponsors.
Sponsorship income has dropped significantly for most clubs during the past six years with the
economic climate and market collapse. While some clubs have maintained very strong
relationships with local sponsors and have established rolling agreements, in the majority of
cases the sponsor deals are at lower levels, of a 1-2 years maximum duration and very
dependent on on-field success to maximise levels and increase the chances of re-contracting.
There are signs that clubs are attracting increasing numbers of smaller scale match day and
other ad-hoc sponsorship deals as the austerity levels in the country dissipate. Most, but not
all clubs benefit from club player sponsorships, event, programme and ball sponsorships
adding weekly incremental revenues to supplement yearly agreements but the levels are
generally low. In some cases, clubs report that issues arise from the centrally contracted
sponsorship agreements by the FAI resulting in advertising space at club grounds being lost to
local sponsors. Clubs have indicated that this limits their revenue generating potential with
local sponsors to some degree.
The connections of some clubs to sections of their local business community are very strong
while in a number of club’s cases, the legacy of some difficult times and strained prior
relationships with local enterprises and former sponsors/backers have remained and impact on
the club’s ability to grow commercial revenues from traditional sources. Clubs with previous
debt issues can be impacted in terms of their reputation and this becomes a double-whammy
for the club and the League if/when a club’s financial issues are aired in public.
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The connection to the club, the assets available to be leveraged, the involvement with the
target audiences of the potential sponsors are all aspects of sponsorship sales which are to
some degree underutilised while the ability to sell such propositions is being adversely
affected by the perceptions of the product (rather than the reality) and the negativity often
associated with the club itself, another club or the League.
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The impact of this type of negativity makes packaging a club’s commercial/sponsorship
offerings more challenging. The standard of packaging or selling varies greatly and again
reflects the level of professional support, expertise and resource within clubs. Many clubs
need assistance in putting appropriate sponsor offerings together and a sales system which
can produce successful results. At the heart of such sponsorship proposals is the product
being sold.

On the positive side, clubs’ can point to a significant level of exposure for the product in
mainstream media, social media and TV exposure and in some cases, healthy attendances.
This positivity needs to be garnered, packaged and further utilised.
More focus on the area of club sponsorships will lower the clubs’ dependency levels on general
fundraising initiatives such as lottos, draws, fundraising nights and other local initiatives.
While these are all important elements in securing short term finances they can be resource
heavy. The uptake from SSE Airtricity League clubs for the FAI’s National Draw initiative was
disappointing. Of the 20 clubs in the League, only five clubs took part in 2013 while six
availed of the offer in 2014.
The maximum tickets taken by any SSE Airtricity
League club was 1,000 whereas junior clubs sold up to
2,000 tickets. One junior club raised over €17,000 in
profit for their club via the National Draw in one year.

“We have to sell more than just the
match”

Other revenue streams include an element of merchandising and programme sales though
both require careful cost management in order to make a meaningful contribution. While the
history of merchandising in SSE Airtricity League clubs has been mixed in terms of success, by
linking with increased club loyalty/community activities it remains a target area for further
growth, particularly for the more high profile clubs. The FAI’s official supplier, Umbro has
been a very strong supporter of the FAI, the League and a number of clubs via individual club
arrangements over recent years supporting football through very challenging economic times.
During the current consultation process, suggestions of a pan-club agreement with one
centralised kit provider have been put forward by some clubs and while worthy of
consideration, would need detailed financial and contractual analysis and a unity of purpose
between the clubs collectively to have any chance of success.
Relatively new potential sources of funding have also been put forward by some clubs. These
include a greater focus on targeting tourists and visitors in co-operation with local authorities
and chambers of commerce/tourism bodies along with other innovative proposals including
the targeting of other sports fans in a potentially co-operative ticket sharing scheme at certain
times of the year.
Prize funding for the League is, and should be a key source of income for clubs as well as
being an incentive to prosper. The total prize funding available has remained unchanged for
the past four seasons at a total of €340,500 covering Premier, First division and EA Sports
Cup. The levels are set out in appendix 5 and in summary, include:

The distribution of the total funds available also provoked considerable debate and the relative
percentages are listed in the table in appendix 5. Currently the winners of the Premier
division receive 41% of the total prize money pool for that division while the clubs finishing
11th and 12th receive just over 2%. This is seen in some quarters as facilitating the widening
of the financial gap between those clubs at the top of the division and those at the lower end.
This is particularly exacerbated when the European qualification amounts are encompassed.
In the First division, the winners receive almost 34% of the total prize pot with the last placed
team receiving just under 7%.
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2015
€100,000
€25,000
€12,500
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SSE Airtricity League Prize money
Winners Premier Division
Winners First Division
Winners EASports Cup

Prize funding for qualification for Europe has risen significantly most notably for the 2015
season. The Irish clubs’ UEFA fees for completing their respective entry level rounds were:
UEFA Competitions Participation
Dundalk
Cork City
St Patrick’s Athletic
Shamrock Rovers
UCD

2015
€575,000
€200,000
€200,000
€200,000
€200,000

In the cases of Shamrock Rovers and UCD, success in their initial matches ensured a further
€210,000 per club. The combined effect of the two sets of available prize money is seen by
some as facilitating “the rich getting richer”. There is a strong counter-view that sporting
success is and should be rewarded handsomely and the less successful sporting teams should
receive significantly less reward. While this is, to some extent, seen as the norm the issue
arises in the context of what is best for the League as a whole, including European success,
the game of senior football in Ireland and the desire to balance that ambition with the
ambitions of any one club. Some inputs into this process suggested a more evenly distributed
percentage prize funding approach would benefit more clubs and the League overall.
In the context of the above, the level of overall prize funding for the SSE Airtricity League and
its distribution needs to be addressed.
From a cost minimisation point of view, many clubs
“European success does not
are in favour of examining cost areas where a form of
guarantee financial stability”
centralisation may help. Examples put forward include
printing, transport, pitch maintenance, IT services and
utilities. Certain clubs were also in favour of an overall
club budget ceiling to ensure no club would exceed its means while also increasing the
likelihood of a more even spend across the sporting, facility, community areas of the club’s
activities. Multi-year budgeting has also been suggested as a more stable way of managing
club finances. Clubs have raised issue of concern in relation to certain significant cost areas
and these are covered in Section 4.5.
Sporting
The sporting success of SSE Airtricity League clubs at senior level is the single biggest
potential catalyst for short term financial success. Winning Leagues and/or Cups and securing
European qualification and the increased levels of associated funding is the key incentive for
clubs to invest in the football team.
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The introduction of the Salary Cost Protocol has brought about limitations to the ultimate level
of resources applied to the playing and coaching expenditure. However, the factors and
challenges for the clubs and the Managers in seeking on-field success currently cover a wide
spectrum including the available playing talent within the country (with some opinions
suggesting that the available pool has diminished in recent years), qualification requirements
for coaches and managers and the club’s general budgetary strategy.
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The majority of clubs lean to dedicating the maximum level of their available resources in
favour of the sporting aspect of the club with an understandable view that if sporting success
is forthcoming, the club generates funding to further invest in other aspects of the entity.
Sadly, the historical evidence suggests that over dependency on this type of approach and
cycle proves ultimately to be unsuccessful and unsustainable.

The short term rewards for top level success are at an all time high with a significant increase
in UEFA European prize money. In common with other Leagues, a gap has developed
between the four or five clubs at the top of the Premier division and the lower half. The eight
team, First division, while tight in playing and competitive terms, is struggling in generating
and growing substantial attendances and revenues.
Senior players’ contracts see the majority of players signed on one-year deals, limiting
continuity and stability, resulting in considerable mobility of players between clubs. While
mobility is prevalent as a result of players’ shorter term contracts, certain clubs are struggling
to entice players to particular geographical locations as a result of costs of uprooting versus
salary levels.
In some cases, clubs have put forward the view that some local junior/intermediate clubs are
a significant competitive and attractive proposition for players also. There are suggestions
that expenses payments in this sector are of a similar scale to some SSE Airtricity League First
Division clubs remuneration and come with less onerous commitments for players to
contemplate.
Additionally, the players, as a key asset of the club, need to be utilised by the club for their
benefit and that of the club in community, marketing and promotional activities and this is not
being optimised at present, in part, due to the above mentioned issues.
Allied closely to the sporting success of any club is the availability of facilities – home venue
stadium and training and coaching facilities. Progress has been made in the area of home
stadium facilities for many clubs but the need to ensure that all grounds are fully fit for
purpose remains a priority for a number of clubs and the League as a whole. In addition,
access to suitable year-round training facilities, particularly in the light of additional in-house
teams competing in under age leagues, is also a key concern. Availability and cost are raised
by most clubs as parallel issues. A co-ordinated approach to improve co-operation with the
FAI, local authorities, educational institutions and other strands of game (and in some cases,
other sports) is needed to ensure a minimum standard of training and playing facilities can be
brought on-stream by 2020 for all SSE Airtricity League clubs. The FAI can play a key role in
this regard with national and local government authorities working with the clubs.
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All SSE Airtricity League clubs have youth development programmes in place and avail of the
UEFA solidarity payments in this respect. There are good linkages with schoolboy clubs in
many cases and a high standard of coaching on offer at the underage levels. A new training
compensation agreement was introduced for the 2015 season for young professional players
and while not seen by all as optimal, provides clarity and certainty for the clubs in this
increasingly important area.
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The introduction of the U19 league is viewed very much as a success. The recent introduction
of the U17 equivalent was again seen very positively within SSE Airtricity League clubs as
being an important further step in the player pathway within the League. To maximise all the
benefits of such national under age leagues, clubs must in future really focus on developing
genuine in-club academy operations and while some clubs are heading in this direction, more
work is needed to reap the benefits of such structures. These under age National Leagues are
recognised as central to the improvement of talent being developed in the game in Ireland
and within each SSE Airtricity League club.
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For long term sustainable progress to be harnessed, the introduction of a genuine club
academy within each SSE Airtricity League club would complement the National League under
age competitive landscape and the work of the club coaches, locally and nationally.
While the underage leagues have been seen by SSE Airtricity League clubs as positive, they
have not been universally welcomed. While some SSE Airtricity League clubs have positive
relationships with other sectors of the game, in a number of cases, the relationships between
the senior club and local leagues and clubs appear predominantly distant.
The capacity to grow community connections, and to entice children, parents and other
coaches and football people to SSE Airtricity League games as supporters and ultimately build
a stronger football club for all sectors of the game to aspire to in the locality would be
enhanced with stronger local relationships.
While on-field success is core to their ethos, clubs need to focus more of their available
resources, which are limited, on a planned and structured basis to the aspects of the business
which will provide a return in the longer term and increase the chances of a long term
sustainable club with more sporting success.
These include a stronger emphasis on:






Community activities
Marketing and promotion
Commercial selling
Academy and youth team development
Facilities improvement.

“Join the dots between the Club and
the rest of the community"

Community
The “community” should be at the heart of every
club’s activities. In reality it struggles to be so for most clubs. While acknowledged to be
fundamental to the ongoing success of a club, most SSE Airtricity League clubs’ community
activities are not sufficient to make a real and lasting impact on its potential to be more
commercially successful and sustainable in the longer term.
Connection with the many aspects of local communities is not yet fully embedded
operationally within the club ethos. Clubs with fan/public ownership and/or involvement
already have, to a certain extent, the best base from which such an ethos is either already
grounded or can be developed and the evidence would suggest that these clubs are relatively
more successful in this area.
For SSE Airtricity League clubs, the community connections need to be securely in place with:

SSE Airtricity League clubs are engaging with some elements of their communities but few are
encompassing the full spectrum of audiences on a sustained basis which would provide
significant benefits to the club.
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Supporters/families/parents
Local residents
School children/teachers/3rd Level colleges
Community and outreach groups
Local businesses
State agencies and authorities
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The benefits of true and lasting engagement with these groups are multi-layered but also,
generally, take an investment of some time prior to what many would see as a payback
phase. The benefits of strong community connections are cited in detail in both the “Heart of
the Game” handbook and the European Club’s Association’s Club Management Guide.
The clear advantages of a seamless, integrated and dedicated community programme include:













Increased number of people with genuine connections to and associations with the club
Bigger fan base
More access to young children coming to games, breeding the initial linkage with the
club from an early age
Building the club’s brand awareness among children, teachers, parents, and businesses
in the locality
Growing the commercial potential by widening the reach of the club with all the above
audiences
Expansion of the club’s database of audiences – providing future potential for selling
and sponsorships
Getting local people involved on a volunteer basis
Enhancing the club’s networking and expertise levels
Building future loyalty with the club as a potential player/fan or helper
Possible future player transfers income
Building cooperation with local agencies to assist in local non-football community work
Closer partnerships with local authorities and agencies and better access to facilities
and other sources of community funding

The reality is that most clubs do not have a comprehensive planned programme in this
“community” area and a significant opportunity to build the base of the club and its potential
future revenue streams is there to be developed.
While many clubs have some very positive interaction with local schools and community
groups and some have excellent links with colleges, including innovative work on scholarships,
the majority of clubs have not applied dedicated resources in a concerted or prolonged
manner to create a genuine season long programme of community engagement sufficiently.
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This is, however, a key long term issue and without a planned, integrated approach to
engaging with all the key local audiences which can influence a club’s well-being, the club is
missing a significant opportunity to gain long term benefits and resources for the club
including potentially – playing, coaching, volunteering, supporting and financial.
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In some cases, the use of the club’s main assets for community activities are being utilised to
strong effect with players and coaches/managers actively engaged in social/community
activities. In the vast majority of cases, however, the levels of activity are unplanned, ad hoc
and sporadic – the result being an absence of momentum and continuity. In certain clubs,
players are not based in the locality at all and therefore are essentially not in a position to
assist in such community work. In other cases, training takes place at locations remote from
the club’s community base and again this is not optimal in building community activities. The
players are central to this type of programme. Equally, it is clear that with many players
earning modest remuneration and having other commitments, the time required to fully
partake in a protracted community programme is limited.
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As in the UK, the opportunity exists for the development of a Football Enterprise / Charitable
Trust type scheme at a local level for some SSE Airtricity League clubs working with
community partners and local agencies. The FAI is also in a position to explore options
possibly using InterReg programme funding to assist clubs in developing such a Social
Enterprise/Community development programme model. If successful this could see a pilot
community programme taking place. The potential benefits of this type of programme are
significant - using football to integrate the community, working with all local enterprises and
gaining previously untapped support for a local institution.
Clubs can benefit from support and funding for community activities and social programmes
and there is a need to explore every opportunity with
other agencies and authorities, in tandem with the FAI
and Local Sports Partnerships where possible. The
“To do everything we should, we
Irish Sports Council’s Volunteer Sport Programme
need to get more people out and
which uses Dormant Account funds to provide Sports
about in the community wearing
Education and Training programmes, at no cost, for
the club on their sleeve”
club volunteers is one such programme that can
enhance the clubs’ volunteer workforce skills and
assist in building better community relations. Funding
and support may also be available for community programmes using the European Social
Fund. Nominating and working alongside Community and/or Charity Partners is not just the
right thing to do as a genuine community based organisation but some clubs have found this
approach to be of real benefit to its club in terms of support, attendances, volunteerism and
goodwill.
For a number of clubs the local authority plays a significant role especially with facility
ownership involvement such as South Dublin County Council - Tallaght, Wicklow County
Council – Bray, Waterford - RSC and Dublin City Council with their intervention with
Dalymount Park. In terms of ongoing relationships, while some local authorities such as Dún
Laoghaire Rathdown have a significant role to play with their local SSE Airtricity League club,
many clubs have not yet developed sufficiently close relationships with their local authorities.
The level of potential for co-operation which exists on community and social issues as well as
facility development is very significant yet with a number of clubs, there is ample scope for
more dialogue between the club and the authority.
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The remit of the Development Officer is a wide one, working to a joint Local Authority/FAI
mandate which, to date, has generally not included at its core, an SSE Airtricity League club
brief. Hence the work being carried out in schools and communities by Development Officers
is not integrated with the SSE Airtricity League clubs who themselves are in need of similar
work to be undertaken.
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While the primary responsibility in engendering better relations with the various community
audiences including local authorities lies with the club, the FAI can also assist. The excellent
partnership model proposed in developing the Dalymount Park facility with the community at
the heart of the football project is an ideal model for stadia infrastructure, community
relations and club sustainability to work hand in hand. The FAI has a very strong partnership
with most local authorities in the country through their network of jointly funded Development
Officers which now number more than 50 throughout Ireland. These Development Officers
carry out extraordinarily positive community work on behalf of the FAI and the local authority
- running football programmes and initiatives year round for positive community gain. In the
majority of cases, there is an absence of direct involvement of the SSE Airtricity League club
with the relevant FAI Development Officer.

A greater co-operation and co-ordination between the Development Officers and the SSE
Airtricity League clubs would be beneficial to all parties and help develop the clubs’ long term
relationships with not just the local authorities but with all community groups in the area.
Integration with other FAI activities, particularly in the area of schools will also benefit the
club’s connections with the community incrementally. Most leisure based community activity
almost inevitably starts at school with children gaining an interest in their chosen sport. The
FAI runs and manages schools competitions under the FAIS.
Every year over 50,000 schoolchildren take part in schools football competitions throughout
the country. Again, there is almost no overt link between the SSE Airtricity League clubs and
this captive audience of children, their teachers and their parents. If even 10% of the children
taking part in these competitions became SSE Airtricity League club fans (and persuaded their
parents to come along), it would represent a massive boost for clubs in the senior League.
The potential for marketing and promotional synergy with the SSE Airtricity League club in the
local area with these groups is also very significant and potentially lucrative.
Overall
The sustainability of each club in the SSE Airtricity League is interdependent on the three core
aspects of club management and operations under the responsibility of the club – Sport,
Business and Community activity.
It is clear that to have long term sustainability clubs need to change focus and in some cases
re-align their priorities and allocate more of their available resources into building and
improving governance capacity and establishing the appropriate structures for the current
environment. More emphasis on business and community relationships will help clubs exploit
to the maximum, revenue generation avenues while increasing profitability and in the longer
term, creating a more viable club. Up to this point, the culture has not been geared to this
strategic direction, breeding a more short term, sport-dominant approach.
In order for clubs to successfully shift to this longer term perspective, the clubs should, with
the assistance of the FAI, agree a set of standards of club operation – on and off the park which will balance the clubs focus between the three pillars of Business/Commercial; Sporting
success and Community Relations/Stakeholder Management.
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The FAI’s part is to continue to secure revenues to fund, manage and promote the League and
to provide a suitable and fair reward structure for participation. The Association can also
assist clubs in training, support and expertise but it remains the obligation of the club to
create a governance and operating structure which can be viable over a long term period.
Ideally, clubs should have appropriate layers of governance – Board and Operational levels.
Policy and planning primarily retained at Board level while operations and implementation at
the Operational structural level.
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The development of a suitable Q-Mark system, to sit alongside the current Club Licensing
system, with divisional variances, to be implemented over a four year period with agreed
mandatory standards for participation in the SSE Airtricity League would be a positive step
forward for the clubs who want to be in the top tiers of football. A realistic timeframe for this
would be the 2020 season enabling clubs to design the Q Mark standards in 2016 with
graduated implementation during the 2017-2019 seasons – see appendix 4.
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4.4

Current Operating Structures of the League

The SSE Airtricity League is overseen by the National League Executive Committee (NLEC)
with six members comprised of two club representatives – Eamon Naughton (Chairman) and
Paddy Goodwin, two external members – John Foley and Richard Collins, the CEO of the FAI,
John Delaney and a non-SSE Airtricity League club FAI Council member, Michael Cody.
The NLEC’s role is essentially a policy development and implementation role. The Committee
receives reports from the Competitions Director who is responsible for the operations of the
League. The Committee reviews club and League issues at its meetings (eight in 2014).
The development of the Under 17 League, changes to the Under 19 structure, the expressions
of interest received in respect of the First Division and the revised training compensation
scheme represented some of the main items before the Committee. The NLEC also reviews
the Participation Agreement annually and considers any recommended changes. The
Committee convenes the annual convention of the League’s clubs where elections are held, a
review of the prior season is discussed and planning issues for the coming season tabled. The
NLEC also reviews any proposals tabled by the clubs at such meetings.
In practice, clubs have tabled very few proposals in recent years. The view of some clubs is
that consensus on change can prove challenging and ratification is, at times, difficult to
achieve. The NLEC, for its part, has an obligation to act on behalf of all the clubs and the
League as a whole and must take the wider picture into account in all its deliberations.
Playing related rule changes can be accommodated via a standard FAI EGM, but for all nonplaying regulations, the SSE Airtricity League is bound by the Contract or Participation
Agreement. Contentious issues such as the five yellow card suspensions carry over to the
next season, which created a significant degree of adverse publicity, can and was dealt with at
an FAI EGM via a specific motion.
The NLEC, on the basis of club confidentiality, does not circulate minutes of its meetings. In
terms of sensitive issues which may impact on an individual club, this is both understandable
and justifiable. It would, however, be beneficial if the NLEC were to circulate a summary note
of each meeting with sensitive issues redacted or an alternative form of update to enhance
communications with the clubs.
The “League Office” - Competitions Department
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In addition to the SSE Airtricity League, the Competitions Department manages all national
domestic competitions including the Irish Daily Mail FAI Cup, the EA Sports Cup, the Setanta
Sports Cup, the Women’s National League, Youth Cups and Inter League Cups. The
department also has responsibility for Referees National programme Co-ordinator. The vast
majority of the Competitions Department‘s work relates to the competitions in which SSE
Airtricity League clubs take part. The office runs on an almost 24/7 basis with many issues
arising outside of normal working hours and, by their nature, mainly at weekends.
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Prior to the merger agreement with the FAI, it is accepted that the management of the
competitions in which the League clubs participated was often fraught with problems.
Technical issues, legal threats (and related costs) and contentious disputes were frequently
overshadowing the football product. There is widespread acknowledgement that one of the
key improvements in the SSE Airtricity League in recent years has been the operational
management of the League and its various competitions.

The Competitions Department is the first port of call for League clubs with almost all issues
being originated with the department. These include:















Player registration
Player transfers – domestic and international
Referees match reports
Match delegates reports
Facilities issues
Fixtures
European competitions liaison
“We get the rules – where is the love”
Admin support for clubs
Annual club and statistical guide
Disciplinary issues
Competition draws and presentations
Integrity issues
Broadcast partner liaison
Club training and education

The feedback from most clubs during this process indicated that there was confidence in the
Competitions Department and its operational processes and that issues are dealt with in a
business-like manner. In the majority of cases where clubs are seeking help or advice, or
raising a query, the Competitions Department, while viewed as not getting everything right all
the time, is recognised as having the knowledge, depth of experience and the expertise to
help.
The Competitions Department’s main purpose is to ensure the competitions run smoothly and
in accordance with the Participation Agreement and other regulatory standards. The views
received suggest that the department has the respect of the clubs in its implementation of the
rules and processes. However, as a result of the majority of issues raised, clubs mainly see
the strict “rules and regulations” side of the department. To quote the sentiment of more
than one club administrator: “We get the rules – where is the love”.
In ensuring that the competition standards are upheld, the tendency of the Competitions
Department is often seen by clubs to lean more towards conservatism and process and this is
understandable. Yet the department, on certain occasions, can also be accused of applying a
relatively light touch as it attempts to facilitate a club’s particular issue. These seem like
contradictory statements but on occasions, a club will want flexibility and understanding of a
rule or its interpretation. Essentially, different clubs may want different operating standards to
apply on an different issues. In effect the Competitions Department is often caught between
these positions.
Additionally, from time to time, issues compound the situation, in my view. The fact that the
rules enforcer – the Competitions Department – is also the department that drives
promotional initiatives for the League can, at times, have an anomalous feel to it. On a given
Monday morning the Competitions Department may justifiably be reporting a club for a rules
violation while that same afternoon the department might want to engage with that club and
the FAI’s Marketing department on promoting family friendly match day promotions.
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Not straightforward.
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The consensus among contributors in this process is that the League’s Competitions
Department’s key focus should remain with the management, operational and organisational
aspects of the League’s competitions and that the promotional, marketing and PR aspects of
the League be enhanced and managed in a more dedicated fashion.
Seasons/Fixtures/Transfer windows
The clubs continue to have differing views on the summer versus winter options for the senior
game. One of the reasons for converting to summer football was to enhance the SSE Airtricity
League Club’s chances of success in European competition. To some degree this has been a
success but the European coefficient in the current season is 41 of the 54 countries. While
summertime sports such as GAA have been cited as reasons for returning to the winter
season, this consultation process has found that even within clubs consensus is not universal
on the matter of seasonality. The majority of clubs appear to continue to favour the summer
season. The alignment of the U19 and U17 league calendars from 2016 is generally welcomed
by clubs.
The Premier Division fixtures calendar produces challenges for some clubs by virtue of the
uneven number of games between each of the 12 clubs. With one home and two away
fixtures (or vice versa, every second year), a club can see an impact on cash flow and
spectator interest depending on which fixtures are home and away against which clubs and at
what times of the season. This lack of equilibrium is unhelpful.
While the annual fixture list is set at the outset of the season, circumstances including
European game success can also have an impact on a small number of games. Heretofore
this has been a significant bone of contention as solutions were considered.
In recent seasons the Competitions Department has sought to bring a more flexible, cooperative approach to the issue but this has a knock on impact on non-European competing
clubs and is a delicate balancing act. Again, the needs of one club may not be appreciated by
another rival club and historically, conflicting sides of the argument end up aired in public with
a negative resonance for the League.
The season, as currently stands, requires three rounds of midweek fixtures and for most clubs
this can result in reduced attendances as supporters are asked to attend possibly two games
in four days or three games in nine days. Abandonment of the two week mid season break
would assist in eliminating this issue but clubs recognise, for the most part, that this facilitates
a break for the players and would be difficult to change. Similarly, the alternatives of starting
the season a week earlier and/or finishing the season a week later are not seen universally as
desirable solutions with weather and pitch conditions becoming additional influencers.
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There are two designated transfer windows - preseason up to 28 February and mid-season
during the month of July. While a small number of clubs would like to see an additional
window around the end of April to facilitate access to UK based players who will have been
notified as being out of contract, the FIFA regulations limit the number of windows to two and
the existing periods are considered to be the more optimal generally.
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A further challenge is arising this season with some English Barclay’s Premiership games now
being scheduled to be played and televised on Friday evenings. This development occurred
after the consultation process had ended so the views of clubs’ are not included in this report.
The issue, nonetheless will require examination and discussion as to the preferred options of
the SSE Airtricity League clubs.

Almost 1,400 player registrations are handled annually, very effectively but on a manually
inputted basis in the Competitions Department. This produces significant peak periods of
activity in the two transfer windows and the addition of the U17 league has added further to
this workload.
The Competitions Department facilitates a range of (mainly) pre-season workshops to assist
the clubs and these are welcomed by the clubs as being helpful. They include Budgeting, Club
Licensing, Media and PR, Safety and Security and Pitch Maintenance as well as a dedicated
club preparation seminar for European competition participants. All club administrators and
Managers are invited to attend. It is undoubtedly the case that more continuity and frequency
throughout the season would be beneficial in a number of these areas for most clubs.
Regrettably, in some cases, with advice and assistance available through these workshops,
not all clubs attend.
U19 and U17 Leagues
The underage leagues are co-ordinated in a synchronised fashion within the Competitions
Department with fixtures integrated and with the main League and club administration
matters handled centrally within the Competitions Department. The feedback through this
consultation process regarding the administration of these Leagues was very positive.
The success of the U19 League, organised on a regional, divisional basis, has been, to some
extent, mirrored in the construction of the new Under 17 League.
These Leagues provide a number of very positive aspects for the SSE Airtricity League and its
clubs including:







A strong player development pathway
A new and interesting National football product
A loyalty factor for young players to associate with an SSE Airtricity League club.
A strong and vibrant marketing and promotional opportunity
New supporters coming to games
A PR positive for the League and the clubs

Other FAI Departments
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The Club Licensing department and its three staff are charged with the operational
implementation of the UEFA and FAI licensing systems. The annual process is widely regarded
by clubs as being necessary and beneficial to the running of the clubs. Clubs have remarked
that without Club Licensing, many entities would struggle to survive and the League would, in
effect, be seriously jeopardised. Having said that, the reality is that Club Licensing is also
seen by clubs as the “stick” which has to be wielded and with which the club has to comply.
All clubs comply with the annual process and the assistance provided on an ongoing basis by
the Club Licensing staff is recognised and appreciated.
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Club Licensing and Facilities
The facilities department liaises with clubs on behalf of the FAI on their long term facility
development plans and yearly operational issues concerning stadia and training facilities. On
the planning and long term front, the department assists with applications for Government
sports capital grants while also working with Local Authorities and the clubs on joint ventures
(see also section 4.6). On operational matters the department is well regarded by clubs for
the assistance it gives in helping clubs on areas such as pitch maintenance, for which an
annual seminar is held.

While Club Licensing is a mandatory process for all UEFA affiliated federations, in the SSE
Airtricity League it is essentially a tool with which the FAI and clubs can set and maintain high
standards for the operation of the senior game across a spectrum of defined but limited areas.
Clubs have raised some issues on a number of aspects of licensing including:
Financial/Timing: The window between the end of the season and the start of the next season
is, of its nature, limited and dictates the timelines for submission of information, approval
processes, and in particular financial data.
Leniency/severity: As mentioned elsewhere, some clubs perceive Club Licensing to be too
lenient in the application of its standards and views abounded this year regarding a number of
clubs whose issues were widely debated in public. The reality is that the system is particularly
set out as an annual assessment and, provided criteria are met at a point in time, annual
licenses are granted. While ongoing monitoring via monthly accounts etc. takes place, the
license, once granted, is in place for the season and the damage done to the League in the
event of a club not completing the season is considerable. By contrast, almost half the clubs
expressed a view that the criteria required to be met in Club Licensing is too stretching,
unnecessarily rigorous and too onerous.
Facilities: The issue of facility quality, mainly playing surface conditions, was regarded as
fundamental to the standard of football played in the League, the image and reputation of the
game and the standards of operation of the League. While there are set specific and,
measurable criteria laid down and accepted across a range of issues, pitch quality is handled
under the Stadium Infrastructure Criteria.
While it is very challenging to set very specific criteria in the area of pitch standards, and the
factors which can most influence a pitch quality include weather conditions and ground
maintenance programmes, the quality of the playing surface is absolutely fundamental to the
image of the game. Issues around pitch quality were dominant at the start of the season, due
to a number of factors. The strain on each clubs’ capacity to maintain playing and training
pitch quality is more evident than heretofore with pre-season and under age games and more
training taking place during periods of limited, if any, growth. This led to a number of
surfaces being of poor quality at the high profile commencement of the season. The visibility
of such poor pitches is as much an issue for the image of the League’s product as it is for the
quality of the football on show. Centralised pitch maintenance contracts and availability of
specific expertise have been suggested as one potential way forward.
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Safety and security
The Safety and Security department provides advice and assistance on all matters related to
stadium safety and security and event management. The department holds an annual
seminar for clubs’ safety officers and event controller personnel, pre-season. The Department
also engages actively with An Garda Siochána at local and national level for all SSE Airtricity
League matters and assists the clubs in their dealings with the many agencies involved in
hosting sporting events in line with UEFA guidelines.
The department also assists clubs with equipment and security apparel needs.
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There is a deficit of club-owned training facilities and the FAI while already working closely
with local and national authorities for facility acquisition and development, can spearhead an
accelerated focus, in tandem with clubs, to source additional training and playing facilities.
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The Safety and Security department also allocates match delegates for all Premier Division
games and selected First division match. The match delegates' panel comprises 22 volunteers
who also undergo annual training and mentoring sessions.
The Match Delegates task at each game is to observe and report on a set range of issues as
outlined at the start of each season to all clubs. In a number of cases, clubs have cited the
lack of dialogue on the occasion of the match regarding issues noted by the delegates and
subsequent dissatisfaction at seeing an issue raised in a match delegate’s report received
post-game. The delegates’ process, similar to that employed in UEFA matches, however is to
note, record and report the issues for action subsequently by either the club or the FAI. It is
suggested that room exists for more onsite communications during the match event.
Commercial/Marketing and Events
The sponsors of the SSE Airtricity League and related competitions are: SSE Airtricity;
Lucozade Sport; Umbro, The Irish Daily Mail and EA Sports. Contracts are also in place with
RTÉ and Setanta Sports. With the exception of the Irish Daly Mail, all the sponsors have been
associated with the League for more than 5 years and in all cases partnerships have been
renewed.
However, in the case of all sponsors other than the Irish Daily Mail and EA Sports, the
associations with the SSE Airtricity League are not stand alone. Each sponsorship agreement
is a bundled deal including sponsorship of the International team and the FAI in addition to
the League. The relationships with the sponsors are
generally very positive and Event Department staff who
provide 24/7 support and liaison to the sponsors on
behalf of the FAI and its League clubs are highly
“The League should have its own
regarded.
sponsors and not depend on the
success of the International

The key issue raised in this process has been the extent
team”
to which the SSE Airtricity League is a viable standalone
product and whether the maximum value is being
extracted from the marketplace for its products. Views
have been expressed by clubs that the product is a more valuable one than many would
perceive right now and that the League should be actively sold on its own merits for the
coming seasons. The counterview is that the market strength of the International team and
association with the FAI raises the chances of selling success for the League.
Clubs have also expressed a view that the contractual obligations agreed for the FAI’s
sponsors can at times inhibit the acquisition of local club sponsors arising from potential
product or brand conflicts. However, if the maximum value is to be extracted from national
sponsors centrally, and if this is deemed to be of enough significance, this is a justifiable
approach.
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The Marketing and Events Unit organise all SSE Airtricity League related “events” – Cup
draws, League launches etc. and work closely with all League sponsors and the clubs in
carrying out their marketing related programmes and activities.
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The League has high quality, high profile, blue chip sponsors. The opportunity may exist to
add to this list by exploring another level of “category” or “supplier” sponsors, potentially
increasing the League’s overall revenues. The creation of a Sponsors Forum to explore and
develop marketing and PR opportunities specific to the League should also be considered.
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Referees
The Referees department consists of two administration staff, the national referee department
co-ordinator and an administrator. The Referees Department has responsibility for delivering
the Referees Programme in the FAI, including coordinating, implementing and monitoring the
programmes adopted by the Referees Committee in line with ‘best practice guidelines’ and in
accordance with the terms of the UEFA Referee Convention.
The department co-ordinates all matters relating to the SSE Airtricity Referees including
match appointments, training and development, administration, match reporting and
disciplinary matters and annual seminars.
In addition to its work with grassroots referees the department must also develop, maintain
and administer a range of protocols for refereeing personnel in the SSE Airtricity League and
also ensure effective management and development of referee services based on needs of the
League and stakeholders within the League.
The key goal of the department is to ensure the development, communication, maintenance
and review of the highest professional standards of refereeing across the board including the
SSE Airtricity League and all National Cup Competitions.
Finance
The Finance department handles all financial issues relating to the 20 SSE Airtricity League
clubs. In addition to all annual operating accounting issues in connection with the League’s
clubs, the department also manages the Club Licensing financial data on an annual and
monthly accounts basis while also assisting the Club Licensing committee through collation
and preparation of the 20 club’s submissions and materials.
Legal/Disciplinary
The legal department is responsible for all contractual issues, commercial and other, relating
to the SSE Airtricity League and all legal matters which may arise with the SSE Airtricity
League. The department assists clubs who request support in challenging and/or new areas
and has helped clubs with UEFA related affairs as well as in dealings with the Revenue
Commissioners.
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Communications - Media and PR
The League’s media and PR operation is handled by up to five different staff in the FAI. The
in-house staff within the Communications department are supplemented by contractors and
contributors who provide “copy” for the website and particular support around and on match
days. While different staff have an input into Media and PR activities, there is no one overall
100% dedicated SSE Airtricity League resource within the FAI’s Communications unit
managing the League’s issues. (See also section 4.7)
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Child welfare matters and related vetting application process are also issues managed for the
SSE Airtricity League club’s within its scope. This department also houses the disciplinary unit.
This unit processes all disciplinary issues brought to its attention for all SSE Airtricity League
clubs. Predominantly this involves on pitch fines, non card offences and hearings. The
department is viewed as working efficiently to its tasks. The total number of card offences in
2014 amounted to 1,444 in all competitions and 159 non-card offences resulting in fines of
€61,000.
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4.5

Financing of the League

One of the key issues raised by clubs through this process is that of the overall financing of
the League.
The clubs indicated that they are unaware of the levels of revenues generated
by the FAI on behalf of the League nor have they knowledge of the costs associated with the
running of the competitions.
The clubs regard information concerning these commercial and contractual matters as core to
their trust in the management of the League on their behalf while the FAI has a duty of
confidentiality with their partners to respect. As part of this process, I have sought to clarify
in detail the issue of Revenues and Costs associated with League.
The operations management of the League is made up of costs and revenues under the
following headings:







Costs:
Prize funding
Match related costs
Staff costs
Solidarity payments
Club travel grants
Overheads

Revenues:
Sponsorships and TV income
Affiliation fees
Match related fees
Cup gate receipts
Fines
UEFA grants

There are two significant factors in establishing a definitive picture of the financial
management of the League. Firstly, the SSE Airtricity League is currently not a standalone
product in terms of commercial selling. The sponsorship agreements and the revenues
attached to those agreements are combined or bundled with the sponsorship of the
International Team and/or the FAI.
In the main contractual agreements including SSE Airtricity, RTÉ and Lucozade Sport, the
levels of sponsorships contained within the agreements provide for an overall fee covering the
sponsorship of the League and the FAI’s International Team and/or FAI category sponsorships,
as one package. In these cases the overall financial figure is not allocated in any way
between the two “products”.
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Secondly, each contract contains a confidentiality agreement preventing the FAI from sharing
the details with any third party. The FAI negotiated these agreements with the best interests
of the clubs and the League at the core but it is not in a position to legally share this
information with the 20 clubs as the contracts stand. Doing so would not only breach the
contractual agreement but greatly increase the potential for this sensitive information to
become public knowledge which, longer term, would not be in the interests of the League, the
clubs or the FAI.
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This, in essence, means that for an accurate assessment of the League’s overall financial
picture, an estimated value has to be allocated to the League from within those agreements
and that value is, by its nature, a subjective one. The actual value of any such agreement can
only be benchmarked and verified if the League products were put to the market in isolation.
Only the market itself will provide the answer to whether and what the value of the “Leagueonly” deal might be. In essence, the key question is “what would the level of sponsorship or
TV revenue be if the FAI were selling the SSE Airtricity League as a proposition unsupported
by the International dimension or the FAI category or supplier titles”.

However, I felt it was critical to establish the financial facts and in my dealings with the FAI’s
Finance department, I have assessed all the 2014 budget contract numbers and used what I
believe is a fair market assumption for pro-rating an allocation to the League for its product in
respect of these contracts. I have calculated a League costs/revenues budget on this
assumption. On the basis of all the figures provided, I am satisfied that the costs associated
with the running of the League exceed the total revenues generated.
It is appropriate that the FAI manages the League in accordance with the agreements entered
into with the clubs and the FAI sponsors and retains confidential contractual information as it
is legally obliged to do.
I do believe, however it would be in the best interests of all parties for the FAI to seek the
agreement of its sponsors to make available the contracted figures which I have seen, and
using the above assumptions, to provide the budget figures to a nominated, agreed
independent third party, accountant or lawyer, on behalf of the clubs – on a strictly
confidential basis. The clubs are not “entitled” to this information but I suggest a mechanism
such as discussed above or a similar one be used to provide clarity, confidence and assurance
around this issue.
Resources needed for investment in the activities required to build the sporting and nonsporting aspects of a club are hard found. Many clubs have cited costs associated with being
a member of the SSE Airtricity League as inhibitors to their ability to fund their own
operations.
While the many costs associated with running a club were discussed, the key concerns raised
by the clubs included the levels of affiliation fees, the revenues accruing through fines
imposed on clubs, the cost of insurance and the costs associated with the under 19/17
squads entries into these leagues.
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Fines
Particular references were made during the consultation regarding the application of fines and
particularly non-card offence fines. Many clubs feel that the imposition of fines for issues such
as flares and what clubs deem other minor discrepancies are imposed too stringently and
without sufficient mitigation being considered. Most clubs expressed concerns about the
volume and costs of fines and cite the drain placed on their resources as a result. I believe
this to be somewhat of a red herring.
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Affiliation fees
Premier division clubs pay an annual affiliation fee of €17,000 per season while the First
Division clubs fee is set at €8,000. The fees are regarded by the clubs as excessive in the
context of the available prize fund within the competition structures. Relative to the prize
money available, particularly to clubs finishing outside of the top four in the Premier Division,
the fees are significant. However, they are unchanged since 2007 and the amount paid
represents, on average across the 12 clubs, just 1.8% (approx) of a club’s annual 2014
turnover while in the First division the equivalent figure is 2.8%. Equally, there has been a
substantial decrease in overall prize money since 2007 and while this is also offset for the
more successful clubs in the Premier Division by the rewards of finishing in the top four and
availing of substantial revenues for European qualification, the First division clubs have no
such potential reward. Increasing the level of prize fund available in a newly structured and
marketed League to provide a better balanced fees vs. reward equation is, in my view, the
most appropriate way to address the issue in the context of the overall budget of the League,
as outlined above.

On-pitch fines for yellow and red cards are fixed at the following levels: Yellow €25; Red card
€50 for 1st offences. These rates have been unchanged since 2003. These fines are part of
the game. Non-card sanctions which are in line with FIFA and UEFA category guidelines
include: Spectator conduct, pitch invasions and missiles - €100-200 with Flares at a charge of
€150-250 for all first offences - see appendix 2. These rates increase for repeat offences.
Every fine is completely under the control of the club whether on or off the pitch. While
accepting that every fan can’t be searched for banned matters and that the away fans will, on
occasion, deliberately attempt to get the home club fined, participation in the SSE Airtricity
League, like any other League, requires a level of fines and sanctions to be set. I believe the
initial level of non-card fines to be appropriate but would recommend consideration of a
reduction in the “repeat offence” levels.
Insurance and medical expenses
Some contributors indicated that the centralised purchasing of club insurance by the FAI
through their insurance advisor was excessively expensive and of a “mandatory” nature. The
scheme is the recommended scheme but not mandatory hence clubs are entitled to arrange
their own insurances. The FAI, however, have recommended levels of cover based on good
and appropriate practice. In a similar vein, as part of the Club Licensing mandates, clubs must
have medicals conducted for their players in order to ensure the appropriate safety and
welfare of players takes place. Additionally, compliance with this regulation can help avoid
potentially expensive legal actions.
Under 19/Under 17 League team costs
The introduction of the U19 and now the U17 Leagues have been widely welcomed. Clubs,
however, would like to have these League costs alleviated by the FAI. The advent of two
extra leagues does place additional cost onto clubs but for the betterment of the players’
development, the clubs future success and the League as a whole. The FAI has allocated
travel costs to every club in the U19 League and is applying a similar regime for the U17
League.
While respecting that these Leagues are currently part of the SSE Airtricity sponsorship
banner, they may well have a value as standalone products, similar to the GAA’s Minor and
Under 21 series. It is worthwhile to seek to leverage these products separately from the main
sponsor’s portfolio from 2017 with the finances raised being used specifically to extend club
grants in these areas.
The Products and the People
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The Products
Football, by its nature, is a game of opinions and during this consultation process, a range of
opinions on the core product - SSE Airtricity League games - were forthcoming. The product
is largely comprised of the divisional structure, the match, the occasion, the people and the
facilities. The majority of those consulted felt the overall competitions structure was
workable. Two divisions, the cup competitions, the new underage leagues – collectively
constituted a decent suite of competitions. A minority of clubs favour a one division senior
game and some clubs saw limited value in trying to squeeze the Setanta Cup into an already
crowded League schedule. A number of clubs indicated they would be happy to consider a
new franchised model on a regional basis.
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4.6
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From an on-field perspective, summarising the views expressed, the quality of the football in
the Premier Division is relatively well regarded while the difference in levels between Premier
and First is felt to be growing. The technical skills of the players are generally perceived not
to be at the levels of some ten years ago, a fact attributed by some to the younger age profile
and an absence of experience and maturity of the players in today’s game. However, the onfield fare on offer is generally considered positive if not spectacular.
“Occasions” are now where fans want to be, rather than games. One recurring theme from
many contributors is that for many clubs there are insufficient games where the occasion truly
matters a lot – where something important is really at stake. The nature of the season and
structure of each division currently contributes to this view. While the “hype” is present at the
start of season in good supply, the evidence would suggest that many of the season’s matches
are considered less attractive as events or occasions other than by only very loyal supporters
and season ticket holders.
Unless and until the end of season games produce tension and or matches with a special
resonance, such as key local derbies, big cup games, winning European places, promotion
and relegation at stake, the attractiveness value is perceived to be limited. The First Division,
with each team playing each four times, struggles to generate significant media or public
interest on an ongoing basis even though the division is competitive on the pitch.
Another aspect of the experience raised by fans was the non-match activities and while many
clubs include some half-time activities generally involving children and/or schools/schoolboys
teams, there is substantial capacity to improve the event experience to entice more spectators
across the spectrum of target audiences. With a very competitive entertainment and leisure
market in Ireland, the event needs to expand beyond just a match.
It is acknowledged that selling the games, creating entertainment events, promoting
occasions rather than matches, using calendar and other event prompts to create interest is
needed. This requires imagination, packaging, marketing and selling to attract nontraditional
attendees and to increase the loyalty of existing fans and the numbers of regular or season
ticket attendees. The evidence suggests that when the event is experienced, there are few
real negatives (facilities being the uppermost one) and therefore the potential for new and
incremental revenues from an expanded base of new customers is strong.
Other aspects of the “occasion” which require more attention include a focus on women,
children and the family friendly nature of the game and the event itself at the stadium.
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Both competitions have TV coverage and the EA Sports cup semi finals held recently showed
the sense of occasion that makes a cup competition special with the prospect of a cup final
having a genuinely special meaning to both finalist clubs. The final to be held in Galway in
September should be a really attractive occasion. EA Sports is considered a very proactive
sponsor working with the FAI since 2007 along with clubs, the general public as well as the
media in ensuring the competition punches above its weight. With regular annual promotional
activities, including in 2015, a new innovative addition to its promotional menu with the
“Groundsman Campaign” incorporating workshops and a Fan Poll Vote promo, EA Sports
brings a high degree of consumer and club interaction to the Cup competition.
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Cup Competitions
While this report primarily deals with the League, the cup competitions are a very important
aspect of the SSE Airtricity League and the FAI’s competition suite. The Irish Daily Mail FAI
Cup and the EA Sports Cup are both considered very positive elements of the products on
offer for players to participate in and fans to look forward to supporting.

The revamping of the FAI Cup in recent years has also been seen as a significant success.
Lower ticket prices, a family friendly atmosphere and the move to the Aviva stadium have
turned the Cup Final into one of the Irish sporting calendar’s really sought after and
memorable events. The Irish Daily Mail has taken over the sponsorship from the FAI’s long
standing partners Ford. The use of Aviva and its role in adding status to matches has been
considered a real success and should be seen as an option for more occasions including, as a
possibility, the Cup semi-finals.
A number of clubs would like to see the competition gate receipts/prize money structure
altered but there is a recognition that the hosting of the competition final in Aviva with low
ticket prices works for the competition. Excluding the Cup competition from the annual
season ticket is seen to have an impact on some home match attendances and finding a
solution to include all cup games within a loyalty focused season ticket has merit.
There is also sense that more regular and higher profile marketing of the cup during the
earlier rounds is needed to boost its profile and use the benefits of a dedicated focus to
highlight its tradition and uniqueness.
The 2015 Setanta Sports Cup competition did not take place. The competition, which has had
a very positive history since its inception, struggled to find consensus for suitable dates during
the year. Options for the 2016 competition are due to be considered later in 2015.
U19 and U17 Leagues
Those consulted were of the view that the under 19 league has been very successful. The
operation of the League in a divisional structure has been considered sensible and
appropriate.
The format of the competitions – League and Cup has also been well received. Clubs are of
the view, as noted elsewhere in this report that the costs associated with additional teams
such as the U19s are adding to their difficulty in an overall financial sense. The travel grant
provided by the FAI alleviates some cost but clubs must invest in coaching and other
resources to enable their teams compete in these competitions.
There is widespread acknowledgment that the pathway aspect of the U19 league works well
but that there is an age gap issue. Graduation from U19 level to the senior set up in some
clubs is proving challenging and suggestions have been made to allow a limited number of
over age players tale part to assist with the transition to senior football.
The initiation of an U17 League in parallel to the U19s has also been positively viewed and a
similar travel grant is of assistance to clubs. The co-ordination of the fixtures to enable teams
play U19 and U17 games on the same day, at the same venue would provide an efficient way
of synchronising the games in a cost-effective way.
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Facilities
The facilities situation in the League typifies many aspects of the SSE Airtricity League. On
one hand there is real progress being made and on the other, significant work still needs to be
done. The fans and potential fans of the League regard the upgrading of facilities as one of
the key issues to be addressed to improve the experience and the desire to attend League
matches.
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Overall the view is that the player development pathway is being positively facilitated under
the U17, U19 and senior structures.

In recent years with support from National Government through the Sports Capital Grant
Programmes and working with local government, many SSE Airtricity League grounds have
been improved. More work needs to be done.
The facilities now in operation at venues such as Tallaght, Turner’s Cross, the Showgrounds
and Eamon Deacy Park to name just some, all facilitate a positive experience, notwithstanding
that further improvements could add to the occasion. The decision by Dublin City Council to
acquire and develop Dalymount Park in co-operation with the FAI and Bohemian FC is another
really positive and progressive move. Derry City and Finn Harps both have development plans
in the pipeline and Limerick’s recent return to the Market’s Field is also a plus. The FAI owns
United Park at Drogheda where proposals concerning the facility are being discussed currently.
In recent months a significant agreement has also been reached with Cork County Council to
provide a facility at Glanmire in Cork that the FAI intends to develop as a Centre of Excellence
to serve the Munster region. The facility will support the development of players in the FAI’s
Emerging Talent Programme and also serve as an location to facilitate the growth and
development of football for players, coaches and referees in Munster. The Glanmire venue will
also be used as a training venue for Cork City FC, as well as a home match venue for its
underage teams.
This type of co-operative approach between the FAI,
local authorities and the SSE Airtricity League clubs
demonstrate the type of model which can succeed in
the delivery of more and better facilities.

“I can only bring my daughter to
certain grounds in the League – we
need to fix this”

There are obviously still significant levels of
improvements to be made in many grounds which will
further enhance them and a need to bring all other
grounds up to a minimum standard, both on the pitch and in ancillary facilities. Some
bespoke adaptation is required to ensure children, families and people with disabilities can be
comfortably accommodated in all grounds.
The perception of the League grounds, on occasion, is not helped by TV views during live
matches which can portray a far more negative image than the experience of being a
spectator at a live game. Ongoing functional issues such as toilet maintenance, signage etc
are seen to be entirely addressable by each club while more significant infrastructural facility
issues require a multi-stakeholder approach.

Many SSE Airtricity League stadia are also underutilised as assets with scope existing to both
host other events such as community festivals, concerts etc, and to use as an enticement for
generating interest particularly from schools and children. These activities together with
stadium tours, attendance at training sessions and other incentives to come to the facility can
sweat the value of the asset more optimally than at present.
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An FAI Board task force working with local and national government authorities and
representatives of the clubs would be a valuable path forward to build on the substantial work
already done and improve the remaining club grounds in need of attention.
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Possible structures
The structure of the League was considered by most clubs and other contributors to be better
served as a two division operation, providing the promotion and relegation element which the
majority feel is necessary for a League that will capture the attention of supporters, sponsors
and players.
A minority of clubs were in favour of a larger one division league, offering, as it would, the
prospect of games involving the best teams in the country on a regular and guaranteed basis.
These suggestions included a twelve, fourteen or sixteen team League with the possibility of
regionalised structure beneath.
An alternative restructuring in the form of a “franchised” League was also mooted by a
number of those consulted. Several potential model types were suggested but the prime
option would entail a one division League with one central “Owner”, offering franchises on a
regional basis to either existing clubs and/or new entrants. Players would be centrally
contracted with the franchiser. All revenues would be generated by the central entity on
behalf of the League including TV revenues which would be focused on non-Irish markets.
One version of the concept would entail the addition of players from South America, Africa and
Asia into the League enticing TV interest from these territories. From a revenue growth
perspective, the franchiser would subsequently benefit from the subsequent onward sale of
such players.
There are a number of aspects to this type of structure which are central to its potential,
including:
 Levels of initial investment in and by the “owner” of the franchises
 The capacity of existing clubs to source their own investment funds to afford the
franchise
 The ability to generate ongoing commercial and sponsorship revenues both centrally
and by the franchisees
 The future revenue generation potential from onward selling of the players brought in
from South America/Asian/Africa
 The potential for increased supporter and sponsor interest
 The governance relationship between UEFA , the FAI, the franchiser and the clubs
The MLS model in the USA has been cited as being a successful example to consider. A
number of contributors were keen to explore the possibilities of such a franchise operation
while recognising that many issues would need to be considered carefully in any such
exploration including:
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Financial models – central and franchisee ownership
League format
Potential for large scale central investors
Existing clubs’ futures
Club’s capacity to get involved and sustain itself
The Irish player development pathway
Development of future Irish talent
Geographical locations of the franchises
Football governance issues – UEFA support.
Stadia ownership and availability
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Recommended Structure
Finally, based on the inputs of the contributors to this report and as part of a series of
integrated recommendations within the document, a re-structured League format is proposed
– see appendix 1.
In summary, the ambitions of this specific proposal include:







Creation of a more sustainable two division structure
Increase in the number of games with more at stake for fans, players and clubs – more
“occasions”
Significant opportunity to positively market and position a “new” League
Greater potential for revenues through spectator growth, sponsor interest in clubs and
the League and additional TV rights revenues in new markets
More potential for promotion and relegation every season
More focus on Europa League qualification

The key features of the proposal involve:
2017 Season:
 A 10 club, two division League
 Premier division split into top 6/bottom 4, after 3 series of games. Top six play 5 more
games, bottom 4 play 3 more games.
 First division comprises 3 rounds of 9 games.
 Last Europa League place to be decided in playoff format in the final game of the
season.
 10th place in Premier division relegated. Winners of First division promoted.
 9th and 8th placed teams in Premier division have a round robin for relegation with 2 nd
and 3rd place clubs in First division. Possibility of 3 clubs being relegated/promoted or
1.
2016





Season:
Existing 12 club Premier and 8 club First divisions
12th, 11th and 10th positions in Premier are relegated
First division winners are promoted
9th place in Premier plays winner of 2nd vs. 3rd place in First division. If 9th wins, they
stay up; if 9th loses they go down.
 Last Europa League place to be decided in playoff format after the Cup Final.
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This proposed restructured League and divisional format should be considered in the full
context of the complete set of recommendations covering prize money, marketing and
promotions, rebranding, club development , facilities, commercial focus and community
activities.
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The People
The Players / PFAI
The majority of the players taking part in the SSE Airtricity senior Leagues two divisions are
amateurs with over 1,000 players in that category. Approximately 275 players are
professionals. One of the key issues raised by the players during this process was the need for
the League to have a driving force to enhance the League’s standing and reputation. In line
with other groups it’s felt that the League, as an entity, is not promoted sufficiently strongly.
Players take part in key games, big derby matches and feel that the competitor sports win the
battle for hype for their sports. They would see the role of the FAI as needing to be more
hands on and involved with players - with improvements in communications resulting.
The relationship between the PFAI, whose offices are located in Abbotstown, and the FAI is
functional and while employer/union relationships generally have “distance” issues, there is
potential for seeking to work in a closer manner on issues such as player welfare
management, training, education, career development and mental health issues. From a
training and education perspective, it is noted that over 100 players competing in the League
in 2015 availed of the FAI/Education and Training Board Local Training Initiative, formerly the
Fás Course. These players graduated from courses taking place in seven locations including
Dublin, Limerick, Mayo and Cork and were part of the squads of 19 clubs in the League.
The SSE Airtricity League players believe the current contract model is not working and needs
to improve. They cite basic salary levels of an average €4k for First Division and an average
of €16k in the Premier Division with only a handful of clubs paying their players from preseason. Over 85% of players are on one year contracts and this leads to uncertainty and
instability for the player and the clubs, in many cases.
Players move on now with far less loyalty than heretofore with a knock effect on club
community relations. Building “heroes” in the community has an increased challenge with the
mobility levels and timelines of many players.
Additionally, with the nature of the predominantly part time/amateur model employed in the
SSE Airtricity League, many players have other
commitments and in some cases, live well outside
the location of the club, limiting their potential to
engage in the type of community work necessary
“The players are the club’s biggest asset”
to boost a club’s long term standing with its local
schools, businesses and communities.
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Other contributors expressed the views that players need to create a greater connection with
fans through simple initiatives such as more encouragement of better communications with
fans at training sessions, with post match autographs, interaction with supporters groups,
sponsors etc. The example of GAA players remaining available post match or post training
sessions to engage with the fans was also cited as an example of building better relations with
the fan base and the community generally.
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Players are a key sales asset for the club and the League. More focus needs to go into
developing “heroes” and personalities to be a core part of the marketing and promotion of the
League going forward and the players who play a role in this need to be recognised. The
creation of a central pool of “Sponsorship” funding to be assigned to a number of players
within each club who actively partake in a structured community engagement plan work is an
option which needs to be considered to address this issue.

The players are a huge asset within every club and it is felt that more needs to be done by the
club, the FAI and the players themselves to ensure their “influence” is used to the benefit of
the club and the League and consequently, themselves. Improvements to the players’ general
contracts and increases in remuneration are directly linked to a more financially successful
and sustainable club as referenced earlier in this report.
Managers/coaches
The managers who contributed to this report did so in a fulsome way. One of the key focus
points brought forward was the raising of standards within the League – from coaching;
playing; refereeing; facilities to club governance.
Among the main issues raised were
 Prospect of a full-time League – a new player model
 Under age Leagues – more academies/player development opportunities
 Better marketing of the League
 Facility improvements – including pitch quality
 Making more games more “interesting”
 Standard of play -technically
 League structures and fixtures
 Community interaction
The type and nature of player contract model is acknowledged as being a function of the
economic times which have dominated in recent years. Most players are struggling to balance
the demands of, for some, 40-50 matches in a designated season on a predominantly part
time basis. Holding down other commitments is a feature of the players’ existence and this in
turn has an impact on their potential role within the club. Many players are located outside of
their club’s locality for financial reasons. This limits the time commitment to the club and this
in turn presents challenges for the player, the coaches, manager in developing that player to
his full potential and ultimately has an impact on the players’ ability to play a more influential
role in community matters for the club.
While there is recognition that during the previous period where full time players were
prevalent the costs impacted significantly on some clubs’ ability to operate profitably, there is
a desire to have more access to players to increase the playing standards. The gap between
the end of a season and the beginning of the next is also seen as producing uncertainty
around player’s movements as well as impacting on their fitness and skill development levels.
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The issue of clubs’ own academies is one where there is significant potential benefits for
players and the clubs both in the playing side and the sense of “belonging”.
The synchronisation of clubs’ development of their own academies with the FAI’s National
League at Under 17 and 19 levels would provide a very complete structure for player
development in Ireland.
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The advent of the Under 19 League and now the Under 17 League has been a welcome
development though the gap between Under 19 and the senior squad is seen by some as
being somewhat larger than ideal with the age and experience jump to senior football a
challenge. Suggestions of one/two over age players being permitted in the Under 19 League
were mooted.
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While acknowledging the scale of the coverage at print media level, it is felt by the Managers
that the League needs a marketing push to raise its profile. The duration of the season
presents challenges in keeping the SSE Airtricity League to the fore and ahead of other
competing sports in the media and marketing landscape and a single, dedicated, “Champion”
promoting the League is suggested. Managers themselves are key influencers with the media
and iconic figures central to the League’s promotion and need to play their part in ensuring a
positive impression of the League and their club.
The League’s facilities are recognised by the Mangers to be of a mixed variety. Some grounds
are recognised as being fully up to standard both in terms of pitch quality (as the number one
priority) and general facility standard – including dressing rooms, Referees’ rooms, spectator
services, TV facilities, etc. On the pitch, the Managers naturally want their players to perform
on high quality surfaces year round and this issue is addressed elsewhere in this report. The
off-pitch facility upgrades which are needed in certain grounds are a priority for the clubs
involved and the FAI. The raising of standards in these areas will enhance the product not
just for the players but the supporters, television companies and watching audiences also.
There is a recognition that with more than 30+ games in a season, the interest in all games
will vary from the high generally present at the start of the season to a more benign level of
interest, depending on the end of season situation. The need exists for a greater number of
more “interesting” games with more at stake, more often. In this regard, the majority of the
Managers spoken to would favour a continuation of the two tier structure involving promotion
and relegation. The challenge is to devise a structure which creates more potential for
excitement, and marketing and promotion of that excitement, within both divisions on a more
frequent basis.
Within this challenge the congestion of fixtures for some clubs as a result of the three series of
midweek games, in some cases, combined with European competition, impacts on the clubs,
players and gate receipts. Clubs can find themselves effectively competing with themselves
for supporters’ loyalty, and money with up to ten games in less a month possible in a
congested fixture period.
The standard of football on view is regarded as good with talented young players coming
through but the view of some managers is that the standard is not as high as was the case
some years back. The number of qualified coaches has expanded in recent years but in some
cases, players are opting to remain outside the SSE Airtricity League level rather than become
part of the League.
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Referees
A group of 58 match officials are appointed to the SSE Airtricity League and other senior
competitions. The referees reported a generally positive experience when dealing with clubs
during the season at senior matches. While they rarely experience any animosity they are
conscious that dealings with a small number of clubs could be improved and better
communications between clubs and officials is a way to cull any feeling of "us against them"
that might exist.
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The Managers recognise the importance of the community aspect of clubs and play their part
in fulfilling this aspect of club management. There are, however, the aforementioned
constraints in terms of players’ time commitments and availability allied with the absence of a
comprehensive integrated club approach which act as limiting factors in progressing the
required levels of impact on the community.

The suggested use of a liaison officer is something to consider to coordinate all issues that
need to be addressed well in advance of kick-off as well as being responsible for preparing the
referees room appropriately. This would help eliminate any potential last minute issues with
kits, pitch playability, referee changing etc.
The referees speak highly of the u19 league and the excellent manner in which it is run while
they would like to see more support from the League, specifically around issues relating to
equipment, gear, notice of matches, communications and public support.
Currently the referees equipment and gear are purchased through the Elite Panel which is
sponsored by the IBTS. The referees are represented by the Elite Panel of Referees with
whom the FAI negotiates on all issues relating to equipment, expenses and performance
evaluation. With issues such as equipment, the Elite Panel of Referees receive sponsorship
towards the cost while the balance is covered by the membership fees of the referees. Match
fees, negotiated annually, are a charge to the clubs and match expenses which are paid by
the FAI are all negotiated annually through the Elite Panel.
In the area of referee training, development and involvement the referees would like to see
more club/referee interaction outside of match day, in order to prevent any unwanted,
miscommunicated or misunderstood issues.
While the FAI currently hosts two annual training seminars for referees, a pre-league season
seminar betweens clubs and referees is suggested to provide an opportunity for all parties to
be fully informed on the laws of the game and facilitate clarification and discussion on all
refereeing issues opening a more healthy and inclusive relationship.
Match day Referees communications equipment is in use at most Premier division matches but
not all. It is a legitimate view that to ensure a consist approach is implemented that
equipment needs to be provided to ensure all six Premier Division games are officiated with a
team which uses the technology.
The feedback from clubs during this process was generally that the difference in refereeing
standards between the Premier and First divisions was growing wider and that the quantity of
yellow and red cards issued overall was substantial. In terms of absolute numbers, 1,321
yellow cards and 123 red cards were issued in the SSE Airtricity League games in 2014.
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Club fans bring passion, loyalty and support and in some cases, a strong sense of community
to the games. As has already been mentioned fan attendance is a large part of the income of
many clubs. One of the biggest challenges for SSE Airtricity League clubs is in determining the
best means of expanding the “base” of fans. All clubs have a core number of regular
supporters. Expanding that core through expansion of the club’s connection with the
community is key to growing that number and strengthening all aspects of the club. The
evidence of clubs with the strongest fan involvement and community linkages is that an
increase in base as a result of good community activities will remain with the club even in
less than stellar times, football-wise.
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Fans
SSE Airtricity League clubs have a core group of dedicated fans. In the cases of a number of
clubs, the fans are not just supporters of the team but a vital, integral and integrated part of
the club through ownership and/or membership schemes playing important roles in the
governance, management and operational aspects of the club. This type of supporter
involvement and active citizenship, in the clubs where it exists, provides a positive community
ownership to the club and enhances the likelihood of sustainability within the club.

Most clubs rely on a core fan base of loyal die hards, some quite young and some of
traditional connection who have long standing associations with the club. The challenge is to
expand this base and target additional markets – very young children (and their parents),
women, families, schools, groups, clubs. A number of clubs raised the issue of fan behavior
as a barrier to expanding the fan base and all acknowledge that a clampdown on unacceptable
behavior would be beneficial in attracting a new and wider audience.
The recognition exists that the product has to be packaged and sold in a more attractive and
direct manner linking new loyalty initiatives with club sponsors and partners’ activities and a
greater level of community based activity. This approach backed up by marketing support
from the FAI and its partners can help grow the types and scale of the supporter markets.
The SSE Airtricity League clubs’ fans and the general
public were invited to submit their views and opinions as
part of this consultation process via online survey and
submissions. A total of 1,774 responses were received
between the SSE Airtricity League survey, the FAI
Strategic planning consultation questionnaire and
general contributions. The vast majority of contributors
– over 90% - were male.

“We have to drive out bad
behavior – its keeping people
away”

The issues of a sense of community, a sense of pride and loyalty in their club were to the fore
in fans’ reasons for supporting their club. Other issues of note included:







80% cited club loyalty as their primary reason for attending League games,
76 % acknowledged that the role of the supporter is very important to their respective
club.
79% said better facilities would encourage them to attend and enjoy more games.
33% of those surveyed said that improved "family friendliness" would encourage them
to attend more games.
54% watched 1-5 games on television this year. with less than 1% saying they
watched 16+ games
More than 50% of fans suggest more marketing and promotion of the League while
issues such as media negativity, Dublin based bias and lack of First division coverage
were also mentioned.

Enhancing the “match day experience” atmosphere and tackling issues such as toilet facilities,
and catering were also raised along with the introduction of "family zones" in some clubs to
provide a more child-friendly environment. Clubs are also being encouraged to stamp out
abusive, threatening or disruptive behavior by fans.
A more detailed summary of the League survey is in appendix 3
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On average, an SSE Airtricity League club requires a minimum of at least 15 -20 volunteers
simply to open the ground to a match fixture on any given occasion. This equates to more
than 25,000 hours of voluntary support per year just on match day organisation.
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Volunteers
Every club in the SSE Airtricity League is hugely dependent on volunteers and without the
hundreds of ordinary people who “support” their SSE Airtricity League club in every way
possible, the League would not exist today.

This number rises considerably when all competitions are taken into account and for most
clubs, at least the same level of volunteer commitment again is required for non-match day
club administration issues. The number of roles and duties to be fulfilled requires training and
mentoring across a spectrum of areas from Event Management to Stewarding to Medical and
many more.
In addition to match day operations, a host of volunteers are required to support and in some
cases, fully manage the clubs’ administrations. Within clubs, the strength, expertise, number
and commitment of the personnel who occupy committee positions which drive and support
the various disciplines is the determining factor in how successful a club is or can be in all its
activities.
Clubs which are either owned by supporters or greatly tied in with supporter/community
involvement have access to a wider range of volunteers and a broad range of qualified
expertise. The volunteers with specific expertise in areas such as Finance, Marketing,
Community Relations and Commercial activities are invaluable to a club which currently is not
financially strong enough to employ full time resources in these areas.
While some clubs web of contacts in their volunteer community give them access to a great
number of experts, many others struggle to fully fill what would be regarded as the necessary
posts which are key to running a senior club optimally.
The challenge for many clubs is to expand this network of suitably qualified volunteers, up
skill existing volunteers and ideally bring the club to a better financial position to enable the
recruitment of more full and part time resources in specific positions which will enable the club
to grow and sustain itself.
The FAI can help clubs to develop more expertise within their voluntary networks through a
series of measures centered around football management education.
The UEFA Certificate in Football Management (CFM) and the creation of a bespoke FAI Football
Administration Management college course are just two areas where over the next four years,
the volunteer network at all clubs can be actively supported.
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The FAI works closely with Government to improve football in the country at all levels and this
co-operation with both National and local government has seen progressive developments at
SSE Airtricity League clubs including very significant interventions in respect of Tallaght and
Dalymount Park but also through the majority of SSE Airtricity League clubs receiving central
grant support in addition to benefitting from local authority facility ownership and/or other
forms of assistance. The development of other stadia and training/academy facilities within
the SSE Airtricity League, such as Glenmire is heavily dependent on the relationship between
the governing body and the Government and/or local authority and these relationships are
critical for the future of SSE Airtricity League clubs infrastructure development.
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Government/UEFA
The Government, through the Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport has contributed
€24.9 million to SSE Airtricity League clubs as part of their sports capital programme (20022014) in addition to the investment of €191 million in the Aviva stadium. The availability of
sports capital grant funds in 2015 is governed by a limit of €150,000 maximum per club and
with specific criteria around use of the funding – e.g. dressing rooms, toilet facilities etc.
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Other significant avenues of exploration with Government include the re-distribution of
revenues accruing from betting taxes. The FAI has lobbied government to seek a percentage
of the revenues generated by the existing betting tax to be allocated to football with the
possible use of any new funds ideally going into infrastructural developments. In a related
manner, it has also been suggested that tax relief be sought from Government for
infrastructural investments, again, an example of a strategy worth pursuing between the FAI
and Government.
One of UEFA’s prime roles is to assist the Association in its activities in developing football.
While UEFA does not provide financial support directly for League clubs, the potential exists to
explore other areas with UEFA including marketing and promotional development which will
benefit the football landscape in Ireland including the SSE Airtricity League.
4.7

The Brand – Marketing and promotions

The SSE Airtricity League brand is one the most recognised in the country. In research
conducted independently in 2014, the League was regarded as providing exceptional media
value in sponsorship terms. This is primarily based on the extraordinary levels of coverage
devoted to the League in national and local print media, online and via broadcast outlets. The
number of mentions, visuals and exposures of all categories is substantial, particularly in the
highly committed tabloid media sector and in the context of the volume of match day
attendances when compared to other sports.
The League’s main sponsor, SSE Airtricity, in addition to the Cup competitions sponsors’
activities driven by EA Sports and in 2014, Ford, has worked with the FAI to engage in a
series of marketing and promotional activities on an annual basis to drive awareness of the
League.
The activities have included:
 Outdoor billboard campaigns
 Local radio, press and online campaigns
 Media partnerships with print outlets
 Player photo shoots
 Ultimate fan campaign (2014)
 Fantasy 5 App (2015)
 Ad mobiles
 Soccer writers’ sponsorship
 Branded merchandise and match day
promotions

“There needs to be a greater sense of
belonging to our clubs and the League”
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Given the length of the season and the number of matches, in order to sustain the
promotional levels, the FAI’s contracts with RTÉ and Setanta Sports ensure that 27 live games
are broadcast during the season and in addition, RTÉ’s football programme Soccer Republic
provides further exposure for the League and its clubs.
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The FAI’s own team who market, promote and
manage the media and public relations of the
League covers staff in three separate
departments in addition to contracted staff who supply match day content for the SSE
Airtricity League website and League social media avenues.
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In addition, all clubs are engaging in their own marketing and media activity, in the main, via
social media activity. The collective figures for all 20 SSE Airtricity League clubs currently are:
Twitter followers
No of tweets sent
Number of Face book likes

– 163,400
– 205,000
– 368,000

The more progressive clubs are driving very strong and proactive campaigns, on a daily basis,
and using little financial resources to garner very positive local PR coverage. Some clubs are
producing excellent creative work in promoting their clubs, Manager, players and matches. Of
course many have limited resources in the area and would benefit from support, advice and
assistance particularly in the area of media relations where clubs interaction with the media
can be strengthened. Hosting of regular media conferences, distribution of video clips and key
story materials to the online and print media in particular is an area for additional exposure.
More regular contact with the National media on the “stories” within clubs will resonate and
also promote the club and League.
While the FAI has also increased the quality
and scope of its League related social media
“The First Division is ignored by the media”
output and website activity, the scale and
proactivity of this is in need of further
improvement. Much of the FAI’s League
related activities are focused on match
reports when there are resources being dedicated to this aspect of the League already via the
clubs’ own social media activities. A more innovative and focused approach will pay dividends
here targeting the media and fan bases in pre-event and post event communications, stories
and sound bites. There is a wealth of scope for centrally originated social media activities
linking with clubs’ on a daily basis to create a substantial growth in online interest in the
League and its clubs.
The FAI also uses the avenues provided by the International senior team as a vehicle to
support the League – home match day communications, big screen usage, match day
programme. All of which can be enhanced and extended to grow the reach and strength of
the brand of the SSE Airtricity League and its clubs.
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On the positive side, the revised structure of the Soccer Republic programme, the high quality
of the production, the knowledge and professionalism of the presenters, the linkage with the
International players and the passion of the panelists and reporters were all praised. It is
certainly acknowledged that the standards which RTÉ apply to the programme are of the
highest level.
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Broadcasting
The potential exposure growth via broadcast media is also substantial. As with many aspects
of the consultation process, clubs and the wider responders had conflicting views on the
benefits and merits of the scale and type of TV coverage including the live games on Setanta
Sports, RTÉ and RTÉ’s Soccer Republic programme. In respect of the latter, the content not
being exclusively SSE Airtricity League, the late night time slot (particularly), the lack of 1st
Division game coverage, the balance of “talk” versus action and the duration of the action
pieces were all criticisms put forward during the consultations. Many commented on the
negative nature of the discussions and analysis by some of the panelists and the sometimes
less than attractive views of some of the stadium footage with, at times, modest crowds
contributing to the brand being portrayed as less than optimal.

While the timing of the programme in a late evening slot attracts criticism, the audience
figures indicate an increasing viewership over 2014. For the first 13 programmes of the
current season, viewer numbers were up a cumulative 26% over 2014 levels.
In terms of live TV matches, some contributors have made the point that “less is more” and
that 27 games is too many live broadcasts while others have suggested there should be a
weekly match throughout the season for continuity and brand strength reasons. The timing of
live televised games and the impact on gate receipts for the home side have been cited as
particularly significant issues for clubs involved in TV games. Clubs indicate that moving
match kick off times to tie in with broadcasters’ requirements has an impact on attendances
and places additional pressures on the home club with an almost inevitable “hit” on the gate.
From the broadcaster perspective, it is understandable that schedules have to be adhered to
and available slots utilised.
Clubs do not receive any specific payments for televised live games and make the point that
for every game televised live, the home club suffers a loss in gate receipt earnings. The
quantum of this loss is difficult to quantify specifically but it has an impact on the club’s
finances. Clubs do acknowledge that televised matches do add to the club’s ability to leverage
their agreements with existing and potential new sponsors for incremental revenues. In the
context of the overall costs of running the League exceeding the revenues generated,
compensating the clubs for televised games, while helping some clubs, would exacerbate the
deficit already in place in terms of running the League. However, it is recommended that any
future additional TV rights revenues achieved by exploiting new markets outside the
limitations of the current/existing TV contracts, be allocated to clubs. In the event that
additional general sponsorship revenues are generated and the overall League costs/revenues
budget outcome is positive, a specific TV compensation amount should be considered between
the FAI and the clubs for future televised games.
For the expansion of TV exposure to be fully exploited, issues which will help broadcasters and
the image of a game shown on TV also need to be addressed – the “look” of the stadium,
camera positions, signage visuals to alleviate the sometimes sparse nature of the area
covered in the camera angle view and the inclusion of special “features” – e.g. a former player
coming back to the club for that game or other vignettes which will enhance the TV coverage
and the image of the game and the League. Other infrastructural issues such as lux values of
floodlights in certain cases are also in need of upgrading.
Recognising the above, the appetite for quality SSE Airtricity League and FAI Cup matches “of
importance” is healthy as evidenced by the viewing figures for the final game of the 2014
season between Dundalk and Cork City which attracted a peak audience of 200,000, the FAI
Ford Cup final at 129,000 (peak) and this season’s live Champion’s League game between
Dundalk and Bate Borisov saw 190,000 peak time viewers.
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Clubs have raised the issue of having more immediate access to video footage of goals or key
marketable incidents at games. Under the current agreement, the restrictions in place enable
clubs to use the footage only after the match has been aired on TV. With flexibility and a
marketing twist on this issue, enabling this to happen could bring about more interest in both
the club involved and the TV programme.
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Both RTÉ and Setanta Sports are very open to ideas and initiatives to enhance the product
and a number of ideas have been mooted through this process including double match
broadcasts and the concept of televised weekend League blitzes in the Aviva Stadium. Using
the Aviva Stadium to host multiple SSE Airtricity League games (1st week of the season and
one other weekend during the season?) is an innovative concept for the League and has
potential for significant promotion and PR. From the broadcasters’ point of view their primary
goal is to transmit something that is entertaining, to do “something special”.
A gap cited in the broadcast coverage of the League is the absence of any pre-match
promotional programmes on TV or to any substantial degree, radio and a similar dearth of
reflective, post event coverage (other than Soccer Republic itself) as is the case with GAA and
Rugby. While at local level, clubs have some success with exposing the game on radio, the
exposure of the League on national radio stations is minimal with no dedicated radio show on
RTÉ, unlike the GAA, and limited coverage on the main national stations of Today FM and
Newstalk.
Aside from the absence of a “contracted” radio show, the League agenda is not pushed
substantially or consistently onto these stations proactively by either the clubs or the FAI.
These radio stations have a significant available time for sport within their existing programme
schedules and the League and its clubs can fill some of that capacity with more imaginative
and proactive selling of the product at both club and League level. Opportunities to gain air
time on the main sports shows, particularly on radio are plentiful and with the co-operation of
national and local League and club partners and sponsors, significant extra exposure is more
than possible.
A common view also exists that the broadcasting of the SSE Airtricity League in overseas
markets represents an untapped opportunity. The view is that opportunities exist to promote
the SSE Airtricity League in non-Irish/UK markets and broaden the scale of the Leagues
reputation to new markets benefitting sponsorship generation potential and additional TV
rights revenues. This is an opportunity which should be pursued with incremental TV rights
income accruing to the clubs.
While generating additional activity for the Premier
division is eminently do-able, gaining more media
interest in the First division, as it currently exists, is
very difficult as it is with other sports second tiers.
However there is substantial additional media potential
available in the, now, four League competitions –
Premier, First, U19 and U17 especially in a revitalised
competition environment.

“The League gets negative coverage
because it’s easy to attack”
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Yet, the League suffers from a certain negativity that dominates. While some of this is
undoubtedly cultural, a concerted effort by all parties within the game must be made to
engage more positively around the brand. As a start, the game needs everyone from within to
avoid being negative in public.
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Negativity
Overall, on paper, there is a sizeable amount of marketing and promotion taking place
between sponsors, the FAI, broadcast partners and the clubs’ activities which produce strong
brand awareness for the League centrally and considerable noise locally.
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Most contributors conceded that while everyone should be free to speak their mind and be
critical in public, the reality is that the higher the levels of negativity, the more damage occurs
to the game, the clubs and the League. There appears to be sufficient channels available to
air grievances and/or negative comments about any aspect of the SSE Airtricity League to
avoid this taking place within the game. If there is a need for further avenues to be opened to
facilitate this, then the clubs and the FAI should agree to this.
Negative sentiment has a very significant potential impact on the finances of each club and
the League and to the greatest possible degree has to countered from within the game.
Critics and commentators from outside those directly involved in the game have, of course,
the right to be as critical and negative as they wish and this is beyond the direct control of the
clubs or the League. However, many clubs have suggested that the League needs to more
actively combat the vocal critics who have no current role in the game and who have no
positive agenda, through a much more vocal and active positive representation of (and by)
the clubs and the League. The League needs to defend itself more and talk itself up on a
more regular basis.
Marketing Planning
The whole area of marketing and promotion of the clubs and the League raises a number of
issues around combating the negativity and progressing an improved image. Marketing of the
League within the FAI previously rested with a dedicated employee of the FAI, working from
the League office whose sole responsibility was the SSE Airtricity League. The responsibility
for this activity, along with Media and PR is currently split among three different sections
within the FAI – the Competitions Department, the Commercial, Event and Marketing
Department and the Communications, Media and PR department with at least seven staff
working on the League’s promotion in some form or fashion.
The result of this spread is that while there are lots of resources available and active, there is
no one owner of the League’s Marketing activities within the FAI. In addition to a singular
promotions, advertising and marketing specialist for the League, a dedicated focus in the
areas of media, social media and PR would be also provide benefits for clubs and the brand of
the League. For the League to prosper and its image to improve, a more co-ordinated and
focused structure within the FAI and a more positive and integrated approach from the clubs
would drive significant benefits.
An overarching marketing and Media/PR strategy is needed on an annual basis at a national
level led by the FAI and the League’s sponsors but integrated with the clubs own local
campaigns, where they exist. Each club must also allocate marketing resources to drive local
awareness of their club and the League.
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In reality, most clubs have adjusted their own marketing efforts quite efficiently through the
use of social media channels which were in their infancy at that time. In practice though,
some form of support is needed from the FAI working with the local club. In any new
Marketing structure, the FAI by working in close contact with the clubs, can bring added value
to the overall brand and add more value to existing local activities provided all parties engage
in a positive PR campaign to reduce negative public sentiment.
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The criticism of the FAI is that there isn’t enough promotion of the League yet most clubs
agree that while a national element to a campaign is important, the impact of extra revenues
through more bums on seats is most likely to come from local campaigns and actions. There
is a desire for more FAI support akin to the Club Promotions Officers which the FAI had in
place with the clubs some years ago.

From a club perspective, every entity must develop and/or grow their own programme of
positive activities. The current situation sees most clubs limiting their efforts because of “lack
of resources”. The reality is that the more successful clubs have found sufficient qualified
volunteers to drive their own marketing activities yet many of the almost 100 initiatives
within the FAI’ s Previously published “Grow your Club” guide to marketing an SSE Airtricity
League club are not actively implemented by clubs.
Many clubs recognise they can do more in this regard. In addition, there are a myriad of
opportunities available to all clubs when working in far closer partnership with their sponsors,
partners, educational institutions, local media outlets and businesses, specially around
promotional activities. While recognising the limitations of the mainly part-time availability of
players, utilising the club’s naturally most valuable assets - the players - for promotional and
marketing gain is there to be maximised.
Most clubs allocate little or no financial resource from their budgets for Marketing and
Advertising. Marketing activity is, in all cases, taking place but increasingly, it is reliant on
social media and while very effective in local PR terms, more targeted and measured
campaigns would be hugely beneficial. The collective spend by all clubs in the Premier
division on Advertising/Marketing (including printing costs) is estimated at 1.9% of the clubs’
annual turnover.
There is recognition that the League needs a new “Champion”, appointed by the FAI, who will
proactively drive the promotion of the League and its clubs – a positive voice who will be
constantly and exclusively talking on the League’s behalf and who will work for the League
and with the clubs to market the brand of the League. This work needs to be in sync with the
efforts of both the League and the clubs’ suite of sponsors to maximise its impact. The
suggestion of using a number of high profile Ambassadors such as ex SSE Airtricity League
players/internationals is also to be endorsed and welcomed and can work in tandem with the
Marketing “Champion”.
In line with a new appointment a detailed, structure marketing plan needs to be developed.
There are a myriad of issues to be considered in any new marketing approach and plan, which
should be formulated in conjunction with the clubs and which would target specific audiences
including families, women supporters, children, schools, visitors and other sportspeople.







Integration of local and national radio and print campaigns – clubs and League
TV weekend blitzes – start of season plus one other mid-season
New central League website – interactive, video based, live match day portal
Sponsorable Social media activities
Leverage activities with “category” sponsors
Media partnerships – radio and local print - covering all SSE Airtricity League clubs;
Use of international players for promotion
Target “retro” SSE Airtricity League heroes and stories
Linkage of Aviva International match days as promotional collateral in SSE Airtricity
League
Better online merchandising and promotional activities
More use of all FAI and club CRM databases
Trophy tours with schools and community groups
Club match streaming development
Dedicated promotion of U17s and U19s Leagues –websites/social/viral, targeted at
youth
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The following are just some of the many areas and put forward for inclusion in such a process:






Development of player “hero” / local
community concepts
SSE Airtricity League Ambassadors
programme
Centralised SSE Airtricity League filming
sponsorship deal
Sponsor forum – all club and League
sponsors to brainstorm annually

“The Sky promoted, Barclay’s
Premiership is the elephant in the
room”

Many of the Premier division clubs have over the past two years come together through the
Premier Clubs Alliance in order to share information and build marketing capacity. The idea of
sharing knowledge for everyone’s benefit is a positive one. The FAI can facilitate information
sharing and ideas with and between all 20 clubs in a suggested bi-annual collective forum to
everyone’s benefit.
The co-operative forces and added “weight” of a new approach to marketing the League from
within the FAI, together with the input of the clubs and the resources and support of all the
sponsors should provide energy and activity levels which will yield strong results in brand,
profile and revenue generation potential.
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On a regular basis, the League’s marketing and promotional efforts are compared to the
Sky/Barclay’s Premiership model simply as a result of its dominance in the Irish psyche. It is
strongly suggested that while significant strides are needed to maximise the collective efforts
of the clubs and the League as a whole, the end product in the coming years from a marketing
and promotional perspective should be clearly differentiated - one which is distinctive, unique
and Irish.
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5. Summary
The League is positioned at the top of the football pyramid in Ireland and the future structure
and direction of the League should unequivocally reflect that status. It exists to give our best
players a real opportunity to play at the highest level. The League, as a competition, must
have consistently high standards and the FAI and the clubs who take part in the League must
also operate to the highest standards. The clubs who want to be involved have an obligation
to run themselves in a sustainable way. They FAI needs to ensure they are part of a League
that represents a strong brand, with efficiently run competitions which are well marketed and
with an appropriate reward for success.
The League, in summary:

Decent product on the pitch
Positive U19 and U17 Leagues
Player pathway improving
Club academies needed
Eight team, 1st division is difficult

Clubs need more structured planning
Volunteerism is positive
More leadership and business expertise
will bring benefits

Scope for more broadcast
coverage/revenues

Deficit in planned community work
More connections with local agencies
needed

Prize money needs to increase

Strong social media activity to be built
upon

Culture of negativity needs to be
replaced
Marketing and promotion needs a
Champion - a positive voice
Need more "interesting" matches more at stake

More family/female focus needed
Continued drive to improve facilities
Player contract model is limiting - more
heroes needed
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League will benefit from a rebranding/
restructuring

Fan base is too narrow - opportunity
for new markets
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The SSE Airtricity League is a good League. It can certainly be better.
The SSE Airtricity League merger agreement is due to run until the end of the 2016 season.
The overriding feeling among the clubs is that the merger has succeeded and the League is in
better shape than it was but the time is opportune to adjust the consensus and for a realistic,
positive picture of the future to be agreed by the clubs and the FAI - and adhered to.
Any prospect of a brighter future for the League needs to address the breadth of issues which
will make the League a long term success. While extra investment in clubs and the League is
a priority, money alone is not the answer.
“Sporting organisations understand the importance of passion to fans but know too
that it doesn’t pay the bills or improve standards. All the boring stuff – like business
plans, strategic plans, development plans – they are what help to pay the bills and
improve standards”
Sunday Independent, August 23rd, 2015
Change is required, in mindset and culture, structures and planning, promotion and selling.
While considerable focus is on the immediate period ahead, the most significant challenge is
the medium/long term sustainability for many clubs in a marketplace that will continue to
have serious competitive challenges.
Additional investment is needed for the clubs and the League and this can only be possible by
building positively on improvements already taking place, showcasing the uniqueness of the
SSE Airtricity League and its clubs and frankly, committing to and signaling that positive
change is happening.
Clubs are in charge of their own futures. Leadership skills and planning, the development of
the volunteer network, the strengthening of community and commercial relationships and the
setting of higher standards of club management are key to securing sustainability.
The FAI’s role is in managing and promoting the senior game and working to invest in the
League, providing support structures for its clubs and assisting them in raising standards. The
League as a whole needs to present to the public a strong, positive, vibrant image in order to
attract more investment interest either locally though the clubs or nationally through the FAI.
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This document provides a start point for a robust discussion as to the future of the SSE
Airtricity League. I hope that, following debate with the clubs and consultation with other
strands of the game, a new path for the senior game in Ireland can be embarked upon which
will result in a new League which will be a positive and successful one to talk about, take part
in and belong to.
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Future Direction
In setting a possible future direction or Strategic Plan for the League for the period to 2020, a
Vision is needed. The complexity in the case of the SSE Airtricity League lies in ensuring that
there is a collective, agreed and contracted direction set out by the 21 organisations. For this
strategic approach to work, the FAI and every club who contributes to any future plan there
must be 100% commitment. No half way house.
For example a realistic agreed Vision for the League for 2020 might be:

"Healthier attendances at popular events which are well run by sustainable
clubs and have high quality football played by players and clubs, strongly
embedded in their communities.”
Rather than assume that this is a “motherhood and apple pie” picture of the League and its
clubs, defining the implications of such a vision and looking at the specific areas to agree
Goals for the next four years might be helpful:
Healthy attendances = more interest, more regular /season ticket holders, more gate
receipts; more merchandising/programme sales; more goodwill and loyalty
Popular events = better marketing and promotion of the games, the clubs and the League
as a whole; more positive PR. Less negativity
Well run = good officiating and safely managed matches with efficient competition
management
Sustainable Clubs – clubs who annually meet set standards in sporting, business,
community and administrative areas
Enjoyable = occasions that are attractive to children, family, friends who will want to go
more often. Good event management, decent facilities, good officiating
High quality football = result of excellent coaching, with good player development and
youth structures
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Players and clubs embedded in the community = sense of belonging, real interaction
with local businesses, schools, community groups who would have a close connection to their
club. Local heroes
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6. Recommendations
The Options open to the FAI and the clubs within the SSE Airtricity League include:
1. Maintain the status quo – rolling over existing structures
While most view the merger as having served the League well to date, its future
development needs a renewed approach. The League now should be brought on to
another level. Change is needed.

2. Disband the merger – with the running of the League returning to the clubs
Consensus is against this idea. Clubs recognise the difficulties and complexities in
administering the League and appear to have limited appetite for taking on the running
the League themselves.

3. Start again – with a radical, centrally controlled, regional, franchised model.
There is a desire from some to examine this radical model which would transform the
nature, structure and role of the senior League in Ireland and its existing club network.
There are a number of key issues which would be central to an examination of this type
of operation including:
 The availability of major investment funds to finance the central franchisor
 The ability of franchisees to raise funds and expertise to carry out their
operations
 The methodology for choosing franchisees
 The basis for the business case – returns on investment criteria etc.
 Issues re facilities/culture/fan loyalty etc. need to be addressed
 Long term stability and impact on clubs and football in Ireland
 The purpose of the League – its role at the top of the Irish football pyramid
 The impact on player pathways for young Irish footballers
 The overarching governance, sanction of UEFA and integration with the other
strands of the game
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4. Create a new League structure, with a new match format, new brand, new
marketing approach and new standards in football club administration as part
of a Strategic Plan for the League to 2020.
The consultation process has delivered a strong view that the League has significant
untapped potential and that by harnessing and focusing the combined resources of the
FAI, the clubs, national and local government and other agencies that the League’s
future potential can be realised.
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There are three phases to the strategic approach under this preferred option:
2016: Short term
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interim season with 3 or 4 teams relegated and 1 or 2 teams promoted
Appointment of a League Marketing “Champion”
Recruitment of League “Ambassadors”
Increase in prize money
Targeting dedicated SSE Airtricity League sponsors for 2017-2020
Preparation of new Q Mark or charter standards for all clubs
The FAI and the clubs acknowledging their respective roles – new forum

2017-2020: Medium term.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Newly re-branded League
Dedicated sponsor approach
New Marketing and PR plans
The FAI and the clubs working more closely together to market, promote and build
a better and more positively portrayed League generating more brand loyalty
TV target markets expanded
Further increase in prize money
Creating more stability with clubs by developing more professional capability,
taking a more planned approach and embedding their clubs in the community;
Task force on expediting further facility development
Piloting of specific community and schools development programmes
Incremental implementation of the Q Mark standard for the club over a four year
period

2019 - 2020: Long term.
•
•

Independent review of League structures
Mandatory standards applying for all clubs who wish to participate - by 2020

The areas which require this type of strategy to be successfully implemented and which are
included in the specific recommendations set out below include:
League structure
Finance and commercial
Marketing, promotion and broadcasting
Club development and sustainability
Community activities
Facilities
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No
1

Recommendation
Creation of a ten team, two division re-branded
and re-launched League from 2017-2020
2 divisions, 10 teams each
Split season in Premier after 27 games with
top 6 / bottom 4
Playoff match (home/away) for final Europa
League place
Round robin promotion/relegation play off
with 8th and 9th in Premier and 2nd and 3rd in
First divisions
Winners of 1st division promoted with
possibility of 2nd and 3rd also being promoted
annually

Impact/rationale

More even split - better
competitions. Improves both
divisions.
European place play off keeps
interest further down the table
More games with more at
stake for clubs and fans for
more of the season

(See Appendix 1)
Re-vamping of League promotion / relegation
in 2016 to accommodate 2017 -2020 season
changes
3 or 4 teams relegated; 1 or 2 teams
promoted (subject to play off results)

Creates more matches with a
higher sense of occasion for
fans during transition season

Playoff match for final Europa League place

Significant amount of games
will be meaningful and
attractive for fans

(See Appendix 1)
Increase in prize money for Premier and First
Divisions and redistribution across Premier
division
Increase in the total prize funding to be in
place for the new League in 2017, including
an incremental increase in 2016

Creates a higher incentive
reward scheme for
participation in the League

Re-align top to bottom prize fund percentage
spread more evenly within Premier division

Supports the idea that clubs
who finish outside the top 3/4
are not severely
disadvantaged, relative to the
top clubs who gain substantial
European prize money
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4

Rebranding of the SSE Airtricity League from
2017.
SSE Airtricity “Centenary League” (2020)

Appointment of a League Marketing
“Champion” – who promotes and markets the
League working with all clubs and sponsors.
Dedicated proactive, positive spokesperson.
Develops an annual Marketing plan for the
League in conjunction with clubs and all
sponsors
Assists the clubs with local marketing

Brings weight to the local
club’s activities – works to
build on joint programmes

Co-ordinates SSE Airtricity League marketing
with International leverage and other FAI
activities

Creates incremental benefit by
working with clubs and
sponsors in a fully integrated
way

Uses promotional tools of the FAI to benefit
SSE Airtricity League – e.g. other
databases/programmes

Exploits the League with
already captive audiences to
grow interest and attendances

Re-alignment of PR/Media activities – with one
dedicated person for SSE Airtricity League
Working with Marketing “Champion” – daily
activation, working with clubs
Facilitate quarterly club PR meetings

7

Recruitment of SSE Airtricity League
“Ambassadors”
(Ex/current international or club players)
Working with clubs and FAI to raise profile of
local clubs, local players in community
Major emphasis on pre-season activity
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Brings more dedicated and
consistent media and PR focus
to League in tandem with
Marketing “Champion”
Generation of publicity for
League and clubs using iconic
stars.
Enhances the reputation of the
League (and individual clubs)
by connecting “stars” to their
club/location
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6

Improves the image of the
League by actively marketing
and promoting the League on
a daily basis
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New League format/structure
for 2017-2020 gives an
opportunity to create a sense
of change and anticipation
among the public and fans
leading up to 100th year
anniversary of the League

Develop a National and local radio strategy

Use significant untapped
opportunity for extra
promotion

Create designated TV weekend blitzes with
multiple games in Aviva

Creates additional PR hype
and TV exposure

Facilitate clubs’ use of TV materials on clubs’
websites

Enables clubs to be slick,
adding online
promotions/highlights quickly

Pursue a dedicated League commercial sponsor
focus for 2017 onwards
Pursue primary and “category” sponsorships
for the rebranded League
Target separate sponsor for U17/U19
competitions

Initiate a Sponsors’ forum with SSE Airtricity
League partners and Clubs’ sponsors
10

Add revenues for additional
market rights outside Ireland

Establish SSE Airtricity
League’s own suite of
sponsors. Test the market for
other level opportunities.
Create a sense of brand
strength. Additional revenues
from U19/17 to be used as
club marketing grants
Gain more leverage from
cooperation between sponsors

Clubs (with FAI assistance) to develop a
bespoke Q Mark system to raise and set
standards - for graduated implementation from
2017 - 2020
Works in parallel with Club Licensing
Specific standards become compulsory by
2020
Areas








to include:
Strategic Planning
Community
Marketing
Academy development
Governance/risk
Facilities/ Pitch maintenance
Education commitment

Increases levels of expertise in
areas such as marketing,
commercial, community
Sets mandatory standards for
clubs to reach by 2020

Only those clubs who reach the standards in 2020 to
be eligible for participation in the League
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Elevates the level of
competence/skills in the club’s
administration
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Increases the club’s capacity
to sustain and grow and raise
standards of administration,
coaching, community relations
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Supplement the existing Broadcast agreements
with revenues accruing to clubs
Target additional TV markets outside Ireland
with incremental revenues accruing to clubs
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Establish a Board subcommittee to build on
current successful facility development projects
for SSE Airtricity League venues
Local authority/Department Sport/Clubs
involvement
Prioritise grounds in line with 2017-2020
timeframe

13

Create a joint FAI/Clubs bi-annual forum to
share/exchange information and ideas
 Education support
 Procurement options
 Marketing Plan development

FAI to facilitate the sharing of
knowledge, ideas and
initiatives in a bi-annual forum
with clubs. Similar to UEFA.
Links with FAI’s endorsement
of Education programme for
clubs.

Develop and run a full Club community
programme on a pilot basis in conjunction with
FAI and local agencies/authorities
In partnership with FAI Development
Officer network and Local Authorities

14

Host an annual FAI “Match” to fund club
Ambassadors/community work

15

Develop a third level /Fetac education
programme for club administrators

16

Objective is to bring all
grounds to an even standard

Seek UEFA approval for UEFA Certificate in
Football Management course to be made
available to SSE Airtricity League
administrators
FAI to assist Clubs on a pilot basis to create
links with FAI Schools competitions and
programme to target 50,000 schoolchildren

17

Host a dedicated SSE Airtricity League awards
night – recognition of players, coaches,
managers, administrators

18

Automate the SSE Airtricity League office
registration system
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Enables an integrated 2-4 year
programme of community
activities to be fully developed,
tested and implemented.
Create a pool to fund players
and ambassadors local
community work

Grow the expertise levels of
club administrators
Tap into a captive market of
children who already have a
connection with football and
the FAI – increase sense of
belonging to SSE Airtricity
League club – add to fan base
Enhance the sense of
belonging within the SSE
Airtricity League and grow the
status of the League
Relieve congestion during
transfer windows
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Builds on positive work already
being done. Involves key
stakeholders. Emphasis also
on training facilities.
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Appendix 1 - New League Competition format

2016 Season:
Premier Division-12 teams

First Division–8 teams

3 rounds of 11 games

4 rounds x 7 games
Winners = promoted

12th place = relegated
11th place = relegated
10th place = relegated

2nd plays 3rd in play off

9th place = play off (home and away) vs. winners of play off (home and away) between 2nd vs.
3rd in First division. If 9th placed team wins, they stay up, if they lose, their victors are
promoted with Winners of First Division.
Winners = Champion’s League place
2nd place = Europa League place
3rd vs. 4th or 4th vs. 5th or 3rd vs. 5th = Final Europa League place

2017-2020 Seasons:
Premier Division–10 teams

First Division–10 teams

3 rounds of 9 games

3 rounds x 9 games

Split into Top 6 (5 more games) and Bottom 4 (3 more games)

Winners = promoted

Winners = Champion’s League
2nd = Europa League
3rd vs. 4th or 4th vs. 5th or 3rd vs. 5th = Final Europa League place
10th place = relegated
9th and 8th take part in
Promo/Releg round robin

2nd / 3rd take part in
Promo/Releg round robin
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Four team round robin for promotion and relegation - top 2 stay up, or go up.
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Appendix 1.A
2016 SEASON FIXTURE DATE SCHEDULE – (Proposed/sample)
Date
Friday, 4th March
Friday, 11th March
Friday, 18th March
Mon./Tues. 21st/22nd March
Friday, 25th March
Friday, 1st April
Friday, 8th April
Friday, 15th April
Monday, 18th April
Friday, 22nd April
Friday, 29th April
Friday, 6th May
Friday, 13th May
Friday, 20th May
Friday, 27th May
Friday, 3rd June
Friday, 10th June
Friday, 24th June
Friday, 1st July
Friday, 8th July
Friday, 15th July
Friday, 22nd July
Friday, 29th July
Friday, 5th August
Friday, 12th August
Monday, 15th August
Friday, 19th August
Friday, 26th August
Friday, 2nd September
Friday, 9th September
Friday, 16th September
Friday, 23rd September
Sunday, 2nd October
Friday, 7th October
Friday, 14th October
Friday, 21st October
Friday, 28th October
Monday, 31st October
Friday, 4th November
Sunday, 6th November
Wednesday, 9th November
Monday, 14th November

Premier
First
Midweek
1
1
7 – EA Sports Cup 1st Rd
2
2
3
3
4
5
4
6
5
4/5 – EA Sports Cup 2nd Rd
7
6
8
7
9
10
8
11
9
12
10
13
11
16/17 – EA Sports Cup QF
14
12
FAI CUP SECOND ROUND
15
13
16
14
MID-SEASON BREAK
17
15
18
16
19
17
20
18
21
19
22
20
1 – EA Sports Cup SF
23
21
24
22
25
FAI CUP THIRD ROUND
26
23
27
24
FAI CUP QUARTER-FINALS
28
25
17 – EA Sports Cup Final
29
26
FAI CUP SEMI-FINALS
30
27
31
28
32
3rd v 2nd
33
2nd v 3rd
st
PR - 1 Leg
PR – 2nd Leg
Or Wednesday, 9th November
FAI CUP FINAL
UEFA Europa League Play-off First Leg
UEFA Europa League Play-off Second Leg
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PR = Promotion and relegation matches
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Appendix 1.B
2017 SEASON FIXTURE DATE SCHEDULE – (Proposed/sample)
Date
Friday, 3rd March
Friday, 10th March
Friday, 17th March
Mon./Tues. 20th/21st March
Saturday, 25th March
Friday, 31st March
Friday, 7th April
Friday, 14th April
Monday, 17th April
Friday, 21st April
Friday, 28th April
Friday, 5th May
Friday, 12th May
Friday, 19th May
Friday, 26th May
Friday, 2nd June
Friday, 9th June
Friday, 23rd June
Friday, 30th June
Friday, 7th July
Friday, 14th July
Friday, 21st July
Friday, 28th July
Friday, 4th August
Friday, 11th August
Monday, 14th August
Friday, 18th August
Friday, 25th August
Friday, 1st September
Friday, 8th September
Friday, 15th September
Friday, 22nd September
Sunday, 1st October
Saturday, 7th October
Friday, 13th October
Friday, 20th October
Friday, 27th October
Sunday, 5th November
Wednesday, 8th November
Monday, 13th November

Premier
First
Midweek
1
1
6 – EA Sports Cup 1st Rd
2
2
3
3
4
5
4
6
5
3/4 – EA Sports Cup 2nd Rd
7
6
8
7
9
10
8
11
9
12
10
13
11
15/16 – EA Sports Cup QF
14
12
FAI CUP SECOND ROUND
15
13
16
14
MID-SEASON BREAK
17
15
18
16
19
17
20
18
21
19
22
20
31 – EA Sports Cup SF
23
21
24
22
25
FAI CUP THIRD ROUND
26
23
27
24
FAI CUP QUARTER-FINALS
CP1
25
16 – EA Sports Cup Final
RP1
CP2
26
RP2
FAI CUP SEMI-FINALS
CP3
27
RP3
CP4
PR1
CP5
PR2
PR3
FAI CUP FINAL
UEFA Europa League Play-off First Leg
UEFA Europa League Play-off Second Leg
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CP = Championship Pool – Premier Division
RP = Relegation Pool – Premier Division
PR = Promotion and relegation matches
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Appendix 2 – Fines and sanction guidelines

Yellow Card
€25 for each of the first five cautions
€40 for each of the sixth to eighth cautions
€50 for the ninth and each subsequent caution
Red Card

€50 fine, minimum.

Non Card Fines

Spectator Conduct

Flares/Firework

Pitch Invasion

Missiles

First
Occurrence

€100 - €200

€150 - €250

€100 - €200

€ 100 €200

Second
Occurrence

€200 - €300

€250 - €350

€200 - €300

€200 €300

Third
Occurrence

€300 - €500

€350 - €550

€300 - €500

€300 €500

Fourth
Occurrence

€500 - €750+

€500 - €800+

€500 - €750

€500 €750+
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All disciplinary charges are dealt with on an individual basis and in relation to the specific set
of circumstances.
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Appendix 3- SSE Airtricity Fans’ Survey – summary

SSE Airtricity League Consultation Process 2015
Survey Analysis - Summary
Q1 Are you currently a supporter of an SSE Airtricity League Club?
89% = Yes
10%= No

Q2 What SSE Airtricity League Club do you support?
Shamrock Rovers = 20%
Cork City = 13%
Dundalk = 9.3%
St Patrick’s Athletic = 8.5%
Sligo Rovers = 7.2%
Waterford Utd = 6.6%
Others = 5%

Q3 How important is the role of the supporter to the success of their respective SSE
Airtricity League Club?
76.73% = Very Important
17.6% = Important
4.3% = Of Some Importance
Main Points:
1. Revenue to the club, gate receipts.
2. Without Fans there is no Football club/Team or League.
3. To create an atmosphere and support the team/club.
4. To provide the club with Volunteers.
5. To motivate the team.

Q4 What attracts you to attend an SSE Airtricity League Game?
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Club Loyalty = 80.8%
Family Friendly =16.6%
Quality of Play = 26.4%
Summer Football =25.6%
Player Personality = 14.6%
Atmosphere = 63.7%
Sense of Occasion = 36.0%
Price = 22.0%
Main Points:
1. I’m Irish and want to support Irish Football
2. It’s my club
3. Family Tradition
4. Social Outing
5. Love watching live football
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Q5 Have you brought any children aged 16 or under to an SSE Airtricity League
game?
Yes = 60%
No = 40%

Q 6 If you are not currently a supporter of an SSE Airtricity League Club are you a
former supporter of any club?
No = 12.2 %
Yes = 8.9%
Non Applicable = 79.9%

Q7 If Yes what SSE Airtricity League Club did you support?
12.5% = Bohemians
12.5% = Other
11.3% = Waterford Utd
10.2 % = Shelbourne
10.2% = Shamrock Rovers
9% = Cork City

Q8 If you are a former supporter, why are you no longer supporting an SSE Airtricity
League Club. Please indicate your TOP 3 Reasons
48.8%
31.4%
30.2%
23.2%
22.9%
11.6%

=
=
=
=
=
=

Other
Facilities/Ground
Attractiveness of attending a game
Quality of Play
Cost of Attending a game
Negative Experience at a previous game

Q9 Can you please specify why are you no longer supporting an SSE Airtricity League
Club?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Have moved - emigrated or have no SSEAL club near home.
The quality of football is poor / high cost
Facilities are not good enough.
Rowdy atmosphere and abusive language. Not family friendly.
Am now a Referee/Delegate or working for the FAI.

Q 10 If you have never been a supporter of an SSE Airtricity League Club, what is
your reason?
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Main Points:
1. No Local team.
2. Living outside of Ireland.
3. The quality of football is poor.
4. Facilities are not good enough.
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Q11 How many SSE Airtricity League games have you attended in the past?
2014 Season
16+ games = 54.6%
11-15 games = 11.7%
6-10 games = 9.8%
1-5 games = 15.3%

2013 Season
16+ games = 53.7%
11-15 games = 10.9%
6-10 games= 10.3%
1-5 games =14.3%

Season 2010/’11/’12
16+ games = 57.7%
11-15 games = 11.7%
6-10 games = 10.9%
1-5 games = 10.5%

Q 12 If you have attended an SSE Airtricity League game in 2014, how would you
rate the cost in terms of value for money?
Excellent: 12.7%
Very Good: 33.3%
Good: 42.2%
Poor: 11.7%

Q13 Do you watch televised SSE Airtricity League games? If so, how many games
have you watched in the past 12 months?
2014 Season
16+ = 6.4%
11-15= 7.8%
6-10= 25.1%
1-5= 54.3%

2013 Season
16+ = 5.6%
11-15 = 7.1%
6-10 = 24.3%
1-5 = 56%

Season ‘12/’11/’10
16+ = 8.6%
11-15 = 6.6%
6-10 = 23%
1-5 = 52%

Q 14 If you have not watched any televised SSE Airtricity League games, what are
your reasons?
Main Points:
1. At the game being televised
2. At another SSEAL game which is on at the same time
3. Living in another country and has no access to matches on the internet
4. Poor camera shot s and punditry on RTÉ
5. Football standard is too low

Q 15 Do you watch Soccer Republic on RTÉ 2? If so, how many times have you
watched the show in 2014?
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11+ = 47%
7-10 = 12.5%
4-6 = 12.9%
1-3 = 13.8%
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Q16 If you have not watched Soccer Republic, what are your reasons?
Main Points:
1. It’s on too late
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2. Poor quality of coverage, presenter and punditry
3. Not enough 1st division coverage
4. Too much focus on particular clubs/Dublin clubs

Q17 Please indicate which of these Club related areas can be improved upon?
58.9%
58.4%
58.2%
36.8%
33.2%
31.8%
31.5%
29.9%
29.1%
22.0%
16.1%

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Media Interest/Coverage
Marketing and Promotion of clubs
Marketing and Promotion of Matches
Links with Local Schools
Links with other Local Leagues
Locally Developed Players/Club Academy
Sponsorship
Connection with the Local Community
Links with other Local Clubs
Match Day Experience
Event Pricing

Main Points:
1. Toilet Facilities
2. Abusive and Rowdy Atmosphere - needs to be Family Friendly.
3. The League needs more Media coverage
4. Infrastructure and facilities are poor
5. Ticket price is too expensive – versus experience

Q 18 Please indicate which of these Football Association of Ireland related areas can
be improved upon?
81.7% = Marketing and Promotion of the League
80.5%= Prize Money
68.8%= Media/PR Support for Clubs
67%= Business Planning Support for Clubs
54.2%= Administrative Support for Clubs
45.2%= Technical and Coaching Support
Main Points:
1. FAI doesn’t care about SSEAL.
2. Prize Money is poor
3. Change public perception
4. Look at IRFU and GAA promotions and marketing
5. FAI need to care more about SSEAL and less about International Team
Q 19 Which of the following would make attending an SSE Airtricity League game more
attractive? Please select your top 3 choices?
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= Better Facilities
= More Match Day Promotions
= Loyalty Schemes
= Enhanced Food/Beverage Services
= Family Friendly
= Community Activities on Match Days
= Involvement of Schools
= Pre-Match Entertainment
=Target More Females
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79.8%
47.5%
33.6%
37.9%
33.1%
28.3%
27.3%
20.8%
11.8%

Main Points:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Improve Facilities and toilets.
Better quality of play.
Improve the occasion/atmosphere
Improve the food and experience on match days.
Need to look to other sports for examples.

Q20 Do you know of any positive initiatives undertaken by a Club, that in your
opinion, have worked well?
Main Points:
1. Hooperman mascot at Shamrock Rovers.
2. Family Enclosures.
3. Cork City’s promotion of the game – Bill boards around the city.
4. Kids go free Promotions- Bohs.
5. Shamrock Rover giving away a free jersey with every season ticket.
6. Cork City – community work.
7. Youth work – St Pats.
8. Family Tickets at Cork
9. Super Reds and games at half time- Sligo Rovers.
10. Finn Harps Schools Programme

Q 21 Please outline ONE development you would like to see implemented by your
Club or the FAI in the SSE Airtricity League in the next 5 years?
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Main Points:
1. All Ireland League. 4 Regional Leagues. One division with better spread of clubs.
2. Improve facilities in the stadium.
3. Better Prize money.
4. Attractions of better and big named players.
5. Better Promotion and marketing.
6. A club shop at the front of the stadium not a portacabin.
7. More attractive ticket Pricing.
8. Get more children to the games.
9. FAI lowers the entrance fee to encourage clubs to enter 1st division.
10. The FAI to alter the widely-held perception that it doesn’t care about the League.
11. To see Tallaght Stadium finished off.
12. Special travel prices for anyone attending a SSEAL game.
13. Better security at games (better personalities).
14. Better training facilities for teams.
15. Go back to Sunday afternoon games.
16. Better coaches at youth level.
17. More professional administrators of clubs.
18. Alcohol on sale in Stadiums.
19. Better kick off times.
20. Make a larger international reputation.
21. Media coverage and deal with RTÉ needs to change.
22. Central contracts for gear etc.
23. Change the season to winter matches.
24. Pitch quality.
25. Salary Cap.

31 August 2015

26. Clubs to have proper ‘European Standard’ Youth Academies.
27. Change the fixture list.

Q 22 Are there any other comments you would like to provide regarding the SSE
Airtricity League?
Main Points:
1. Clubs need to be better employers.
2. Club licensing need to be more stringent.
3. FAI need to support the League.
4. Change the TV rights deal to another station
5. Allow streaming of games on the internet.

Q 23 What is your age?
0 to 18 = 12.8%
18 to 24 =22.1%
25 to 34 =24.4%
35 to 44 =18.7%
45 to 54 =13.2%
55 to 64 =6.7%

65 to 74 =1.0%
75 or older =0.35%

Q 24 In what county are you located?
Cork=13.2%
Derry =3.46%
Donegal =1.79%
Dublin=38.2%
Galway=3.34%
Kildare=3.58%
Limerick=2.26%
Louth=8.46%
Meath=2.03%

Roscommon=1.07%
Sligo=3.93%
Tipperary=1.07%
Waterford=5.13%
Wicklow=2.15%
Wexford=2.15%

Q 25 What is your gender?
Male =93.81%
Female = 6.19%

Q 26 Do you have any children aged 16 or under?
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Yes =29.7%
No = 70.7%
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Appendix 4 – Suggestions for a Club Q-Mark, 2017-2020

Draft material for Club Q-Mark for SSE Airtricity League Clubs 2017-2020
For each SSE Airtricity League club to be sustainable over a long term period an increase in the pursuit
of the highest standards of administration and club development is essential.
The sense of belonging and connection to the club by all strands of the community is key to raising the
base level of attendances at all Airtricity League clubs in turn providing increased revenues, greater
loyalty and long term stability.
Main strands of activity where clubs should take action:
1) Improve club structure and governance – well organised clubs with a stable structure, skilled
administrators and effective committees, with relevant expertise will ensure clubs are equipped
to put all the other plans in place necessary to achieve their goals
2) Growing and nurturing future fans – clubs must plan for their next generation of fans.
Community engagement, school links and club and league partnerships are essential
3) Infrastructure – clubs must look at how they can improve and develop the physical infrastructure
of their club, within the financial constraints that apply to them.
4) Fan experience – Plan how to better engage with and entertain fans before, during and after
matches. Segment their market (transient fans, regulars, families, students, etc) and develop
strategies for each
5) Performance – Proper coach and player development programmes will help produce high quality
players for the future. Development of underage academies should be part of a club’s core
activities. In addition, partnership with clubs and leagues in their region should be enhanced to
provide a pathway for talented players
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6) Marketing and promotion – Every club must be strategic about how it markets and promotes
itself –establishing and growing the club brand in their community and beyond.
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Club Quality Mark Criteria:
A phased approach over time 2017-2020 with variations to be agreed for the First and Premier Divisions
1) Club Structure and Governance
Club Constitution
Strategic Plan
Standard club committee with specific roles
Relevant committees in place e.g. Infrastructure, finance, marketing, etc
Financial management plan
Safety statement and risk management plans
Emergency and crisis management plans
Volunteer recruitment and management plan
Sponsorship and fundraising plan
2) Growing and nurturing future fans
Community engagement plan
School engagement plan
Local business
Club open days
Club and league engagement plan
Links with relevant FAI Development Officer and programmes -e.g. Summer Soccer schools,
Emerging Talent
2, 5 and 10 year supporter strategies
3) Infrastructure
Qualified grounds person
Realistic infrastructure development plan
Facility usage plan
Training facility plan
4) Fan experience
Fan engagement strategy
Family areas
Additional match day activities
Official supporters’ club development
5) Performance
Academies at specific age groups
Coaches to have specific qualifications
Partnerships with other clubs
Partnerships with other leagues
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6) Marketing and promotion
Marketing/PR strategy
Digital marketing plan incl. club website and social media
- Merchandising - also important for growing fan base (2) and fan experience (4)
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Appendix 5- Prize Money 2015
Total: €340,500
Premier Division
Rank Money

First Division
Rank Money

EA Sports Cup
Rank
Money

1

€100,000

% of
total
41.4%

1

€25,000

% of
total
33.8%

winner

€12,500

% of
total
50.0%

2

€45,000

18.6%

2

€12,500

16.9%

semi

€7,500

30.0%

3

€25,000

10.4%

3

€8,500

11.5%

quarter

€2,500

10.0%

4

€15,000

6.2%

4

€7,000

9.5%

quarter

€2,500

10.0%

5

€10,000

4.1%

5

€6,000

8.1%

6

€8,500

3.5%

6

€5,000

6.8%

7

€7,500

3.1%

7

€5,000

6.8%

8

€7,000

2.9%

8

€5,000

6.8%

9

€6,500

2.7%

10

€6,000

2.5%

11

€5,500

2.3%

12

€5,500

2.3%
€74,000

€25,000

€340,500
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€241,500
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